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Chapter 741: Preaching in Chaos City 

In the end, Wang Yi refused to take this gift as a guest. 

If there is a panel, what rewards can't be obtained? 

Due to the limitation of Yuan, only one person can practice "Lee Yuan Shu"? 

The panel indicates that this is not a problem! 

Can it be used again after modification? 

It smells so good! 

Although it was a little regretful that Wang Yi refused to sit on the mountain, he didn't mention it again. 

He now only has the gift that he gave, and other gifts, given his understanding of Wang Yi's family, he 

would not care. 

Afterwards, the two parties began to talk about the world, talking about various secrets and anecdotes 

in the universe. As the strongest person in the original universe, Zuoshanke has a wide range of 

knowledge and many secrets. Wang Yi and Luo Feng are interested in hearing many secrets. 

After another banquet was held to entertain the mountain guests, they were sent away. 

"This Zuo Shan Ke is really old and good..." Wang Yi also noticed the kindness of Zu Shan Ke's release to 

him, and he was happy to have a good relationship with this reincarnated **** king, which might still be 

useful in the future. 

At least after arriving at Origin Continent, his eyes will not be blackened. 

As for the Three Sovereigns of the State of Food...With his relationship with Luo Feng, he is naturally an 

enemy standing opposite the Three Sovereigns of the State of Food. 

"The original universe is considered a problem. I'll stay a while, and it's time to set off for the universe." 

Once Wang Yi turned around and took a step, he returned to the earth, his home. 

The three wives are taking turns in the backyard teasing a fluffy and cute little animal... In fact, it is 

Wang Yi’s subordinate soul slave alien, a special life. Because of his petite appearance, Wang Yi sent him 

to play with his wives. Pets out. 

It saw Wang Yi coming over, obediently bowing its head and sticking out its tongue, like a puppy, and it 

could not wait to shake its head and tail. 

"Someone just looked for you?" His wife, Shen Yan, asked casually while holding some melons and fruits. 

Wang Yi glanced at a turquoise blue tree in the garden. There were old trees with lines and blooming 

branches. There was an uproar from the tree. All the beautiful buds on it bloomed instantly, and there 

was a different charming face inside, which showed Wang Yi. Brilliant smile... is also the soul servant 

under Wang Yi's command. 
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There are too many such servants, and the family can hardly let them go. 

"It's Luo Feng's teacher." Wang Yi said casually, plucking the fruit that fell from that branch to please 

him and biting it, click, the taste is not bad. 

"Luo Feng's teacher? Isn't it the eclipse palace lord?" Wife Lin Youyu asked the little animal strangely 

while rubbing its aggrieved little face. 

"No, it's another one." Wang Yi paused, thinking that it would be okay to tell his wives, so he revealed 

the relationship between Zuo Shan Ke and Luo Feng. 

"It turns out that Luo Feng actually has a teacher who is the strongest in the universe. No wonder he is 

improving so fast." The three women Qi Qi relieved, and then looked at Wang Yi together, seeing him a 

little at a loss. 

"What's wrong, what am I doing?" 

"Ayi, you are so much better than Luo Feng, and your teacher should be much better than Luo Feng's 

teacher?" Gao Yurong is the most competitive. In her opinion, her husband is the best in the world. Not 

on. 

"Um..." Wang Yi thought for a while, and stretched out **** to gesture. 

"My teacher should be a little bit better than Teacher Luo Feng." 

Of course the three girls don't know how much their man's teacher is better than Luo Feng's teacher, 

anyway, just know that they are better. 

"Well, a little bit more powerful." Wang Yi looked at the distance between his two fingers. 

… 

Wang Yi's kingdom of God. 

The endless secluded sea, the calm contains incomparable terrifying power, these years, the endless 

secluded sea has been absorbing and transforming the divine power in the place where the origin is 

connected in the kingdom of God, and it is constantly expanding. 

Of course, it is still far away from the limit of the endless secluded sea. 

"Creation... the essence of life... the level of divine power..." 

The process of Wang Yi's research on the composition of life over the years has not stopped. 

After reaching 30,000 times his divine power, he continued to study. In the previous battle in the 

Universe Sea, he obtained a lot of parts of the true god's corpse, and even forced him to provide 

materials for the mechanical father god, the shocking demon ancestor, and the Zerg queen imprisoned 

by the Tongtian Tower. . 

Anyway, these prisoners are not qualified to bargain with Wang Yi. 

In terms of genetic structure, the true **** is above the Lord of the universe. Allow Wang Yi to discover 

more breakthrough directions. 



There are only two ways to cultivate the divine power line. One is to analyze the structure of billions of 

lives and billions of matter. The second is to create life. 

Analyze the material structure of hundreds of millions of lives, and carefully study some of the life 

structures of the true **** observed by the secret method of "Creation" in the endless sea of secrets. 

Under the speed of tens of thousands of times, continue to study the meaning of different changes in 

each life chart. 

It seemed to be creating a secret method, and the level of life genes that Wang Yi mastered was 

constantly improving. Over the years, Wang Yi's life gene level has soared to 40,000 times. 

And if it’s more difficult to create life, it’s nothing more than races like Jiuyou Time and Space. If it’s a life 

that can reproduce, I’m afraid that it can evolve the divine body up to 50,000 times. Only at that level 

can it be qualified to create and reproduce. s life. 

Use this to help yourself...make yourself go higher on the line of divine power. 

Wang Yi hasn't reached this point yet. 

Standing in the shrine above the endless secluded sea, Wang Yi looked at the ups and downs of 

countless materials in the huge tens of billions of kilometers in the core of the secluded sea, and said 

with emotion: "Like the Lord of the Nine Nethers...the life created comes from his ocean. Born in the 

middle, they are all energy lives and cannot be reproduced. It is the simplest and least difficult. But 

letting life reproduce on its own involves the "origin of life", which is more complicated, and it is also of 

great help to the analysis of life." 

"When I study the structure of life, I need strong blood, fur, etc., and I need more powerful life 

organizations to help me study and help me practice." 

"take it easy." 

Tongtian Pagoda, Wang Yi comprehend the law in the sea cucumber of the law, studied the secret 

pattern, and also practiced the "Broken East River" jerk, and practiced the "Secret Method of the Will of 

the Black Stone Pillar"... 

Cultivation has no years. 

Time passed in a blink of an eye. 

… 

The original universe, Chaos City. 

A piece of news spread in Chaos City a long time ago, that is, the great existence of the human race, the 

creator of the Heavenly Chaos Monument, the Lord of Chaotic Source, is about to open a door to preach 

in a place in Chaos City. 

This has aroused the attention of countless strong people. 

Almost all the strongest in the universe of the five pinnacle races are in the hands of the master of the 

chaotic source, which has already proved the master of chaotic source's earth-shattering combat power! 



Even though the original ancestors had swept across the universe, they had never killed so many of the 

strongest in the universe at once! Now there is a faint sound that the Lord of Chaotic Source is the most 

powerful and powerful man in the human race! Comparable or even surpassing the original ancestors of 

the past! The strength is still higher than that of the founder of the Great Axe and the Lord of Chaos 

City! 

And because the founder of the Great Axe and the Lord of Chaos City did not deny this news, other high-

level human beings also kept secret. Since then, it seems that the identity of the Lord of Chaotic Source 

as the number one powerhouse of mankind has been confirmed even more. 

The strong human races, especially those of the universe and immortals, naturally worship, awe and 

yearn for the Lord of Chaotic Source even more. 

And the Lord of Chaos Origin preached publicly in Chaos City for the first time, and there were no 

restrictions on the number of people and realm, as long as they were in Chaos City, they could listen to 

it, is that what? Almost everyone wants to listen to the Lord of Chaotic Source preaching, even the Lord 

of the Universe is no exception. 

On the day when the Lord of Chaotic Source opened the door to preach, in an empty area of Chaos City, 

the preaching square was crowded with millions of powerful people. 

There are little guys from universe level to world master level, eternal and ancient immortality, cosmic 

venerables who have one side overlord, and cosmic masters who are high above them. 

"It's really lively." Wang Yi, wearing a red robe and a black-haired shawl, stood in the void, looking down 

at the sight, with a sigh. 

"Yeah, Chaos City hasn't been so lively for a long time." The Chaos City Lord, with the image of a 

majestic middle-aged man in a golden robe, stood beside him, and the founder of a burly savage man 

with a big axe with loose hair. 

Chaos City Lord laughed and said: "I was moved when I heard you want to give a lecture, not to mention 

those little guys, all in droves, and there are rumors that you are going to select apprentices in this 

sermon. Those cosmic lords are all eager. Waiting for the opportunity." 

Wang Yi was startled, then smiled, "Nonsense." 

"Hahaha... With your current realm of strength in Chaotic Source, even if you accept the Lord of the 

Universe as an apprentice, it's okay." The creator of the giant axe laughed, "You can try. The Lord of the 

universe can step through your threshold." 

This is really! 

Who is the most popular in the universe now? 

It is nothing more than Wang Yi and Luo Feng! 

Of the two, one is inherited from the Tongtian Tower. There are countless treasures and unfathomable 

strength. The Lord of the Universe is comparable to the original ancestor, and the Universe Sea is now 

an invincible figure! Legendary existence! 



A person who has the inheritance of Donghe River is also a person who may transcend reincarnation in 

the future. 

These two really want to release news and accept disciples, I'm afraid that many cosmos masters really 

want to be moved. 

Wang Yi shook his head, and when the giant axe joked, how can it be a child's play to accept disciples? 

To put it hard, the master of the ordinary universe is not qualified to be Wang Yi's apprentice. 

It was Shi Zhongtian, who was also born from the earth, had a lot of fate with him, and had a good 

talent. He is currently a named disciple and has to go through trials before he can be accepted as a 

direct disciple. 

Other masters of the universe? Wang Yi didn't have this idea at all. 

What left Wang Yi speechless was that in the Lord of the Universe, he actually saw the triumphant bear 

face of his teacher, the Lord of the Star Prison. 

The teacher came to listen to his lecture. Why did it feel something was wrong? 

How does this teacher feel that there is more to show off? 

Although there are many people in the open square, there is a clear distinction between them. 

The foremost and least is the Lord of the universe. 

Then came the overlord of the universe, then the Lord of the universe, the immortal, the master of the 

domain, the master of the universe, the universe... 

There are too many people, at first glance, there are so many people, almost invisible to the side. 

Venerable Universe is also talking about it. 

"I really didn't expect that how long had passed before the Lord of Chaotic Source would preach for us. 

It's true that time is not forgiving." The man in the green robe and purple scales sighed. 

"Haha, how long has passed since, Venerable Nine Swords, you are so emotional." 

"It's no wonder that Venerable Nine Swords feels so emotional. Back then, the Lord of Chaotic Origin 

stood out from the battle of geniuses. It was the time when Venerable Nine Swords was in charge. 

Originally, Venerable Nine Swords was most likely to bring the Lord of Chaotic Origin under his 

command. It's a pity that the Lord of Chaotic Origin rose too quickly and was snatched by another in an 

instant. Venerable Nine Swords can only watch and dare not speak..." 

"So that's the case, doesn't it mean that Venerable Nine Swords has suffered a lot?" 

"It feels like a loss of 100 million yuan." 

The Venerable Universe next to him had a good relationship with Venerable Nine Swords, and at this 

time they all teased him. 

Venerable Nine Swords was not angry, he had already looked away after so many years. 



He was really embarrassed when he really wanted to bring the Lord of Chaotic Source under his 

command. 

In the past few years, the human race has given birth to many Cosmos Venerables, and now there are 

8,000 Cosmos Venerables, which is 30% more than before. 

With Wang Yi's help, mankind is now extremely wealthy, and the conditions are many times stronger 

than before, and the Universe Venerables in the ethnic group have also begun to live a happy and good 

life. 

Ordinary cosmic sages like Nine Swords Venerable have now turned over one by one, becoming the 

overlord of the cosmos. 

What determines the strength of the Universe Venerable is nothing more than the secret method, the 

amplitude of the divine power, the divine body, the treasure... 

Secret methods, now that human beings have the inheritance of the East River, are sufficient to 

cultivate the most detailed training system from immortality to the strongest in the universe. There are 

countless secret methods, and many of them are free to the Universe to cultivate the latecomers of the 

race. 

Want to improve God's body? Get the Jie Fanzi Treasure and a large number of ethnic treasures in the 

small universe of the Eight Eyed Demon God... These cosmic lords can exchange them for a certain price. 

Treasure? Because it is too rich, most of the cosmic sages of the race originally didn't have the most 

precious treasure, but now they basically have one. If there is a relationship with a teacher, it is not 

impossible to have high-level treasures and top-level treasures. 

To put it simply, the human race is now rich and oily, but there are too few strong ones, leading to a 

situation of "more porridge and less monks", and everyone is about to eat. 

And the strong humans know who brought all this, and for the Lord of Chaotic Source, they are naturally 

very grateful for their support. 

Those with low power status, such as immortal, world master, domain master, and universe level, are 

even more excited and trembling on this occasion. 

"so many people!" 

"A lot of strong people!" 

"All the people gathered over there are great existences like the Lord of the universe? This coercion is 

too terrifying, I feel that each one is stronger than the ancestor of my clan!" 

"Those who can't see clearly in the front seem to be the greatest group of existence in our human race." 

"I saw, the Venerable Lan An of the Virtual Universe Company who took us this year, UU reading 

www.uukanshu.com, he is there." 

"I have also seen those legendary big figures in my mercenary alliance." 

… 



But they didn't dare to discuss loudly, they all communicated privately. 

Although there are many people and the darkness is overwhelming, it is extremely quiet and very 

solemn. 

In this atmosphere, Wang Yi appeared on the stage. 

"Wow!" 

Millions of powerful people suddenly became excited. 

Under the gaze of everyone, a flaming figure came out of the sky and didn't know when, and with one 

step, he came to the central podium in the square. 

He swept across his eyes, booming... an invisible pressure instantly covered the entire square, and the 

millions of practitioners gathered in the square calmed down to show respect for this supreme 

powerhouse. 

Wang Yi did not hide his true face like other cosmic masters, so his true face was exposed to everyone. 

"It turns out that the Lord of Chaotic Source looks like this, so young." Many people can't help thinking 

like this. But they also knew that the appearance of such powerful beings could not explain much. 

Even if it is immortal, you can control the divine body to change various appearances at will. 

Wang Yi smiled indifferently. 

"Preach, start." 

Chapter 742: The 3 strongest in the universe 

Soon after Wang Yi's preaching ended, something unexpectedly happened, that is, another cosmic lord 

appeared in the human race. 

"The Immortal Lord"! 

A cosmic Venerable, Immortal Venerable, and apprentice of the creator of the Great Axe in the 

battlefield of the Great Axe, actually broke through! 

This really surprised many people. After all, although the title of Undead Venerable is very big among 

the Cosmos Venerables, it mainly refers to his life-saving survivability. In fact, the strength of the 

Cosmos Venerables can only be regarded as ordinary, not counted. The top pinch. 

Moreover, the breakthrough of the Venerable Immortal also surprised the top of the giant axe fighting 

field. 

During this period of time, the master of the universe of the Virtual Universe Company has always 

appeared. Honestly speaking, other factions are very envious, and now, it is also the turn of the giant 

axe fighting field to show off. 

As always, in order to welcome the human race and the birth of a master of the universe, a meeting was 

held in the Great Axe Temple. 
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The Undead Venerable sat on the seat of the giant axe battlefield, wearing a very strange battle armor, 

not even a battle armor, as if the normal battle armor was covered with densely dense vines, and 

countless vines looked like Silk surrounds him, and his eyes are glowing with faint green light, and the 

ordinary strong man will fall into the infinite dream world just by making a look at him. 

However, in front of the super existence of many human races, the weird undead lord...or the newly 

released undead lord, is just a younger brother, who dares not arrogant at all. 

"I don't die, according to the rules of my human race, every new master of the universe can get a gift of 

the highest value, the best treasure." In the main seat, the founder of the giant axe said with a smile. 

"Thank you for the gift of the ethnic group, I will do my best to serve the ethnic group if I die." The 

immortal master couldn't help but get excited. 

The pinnacle of supreme treasure! That was something he never dreamed of before. 

In the past, the undead was still the one who worked hard for an ordinary treasure, and he didn't 

necessarily get it. 

Being able to break through to the Lord of the Universe, the Immortal Lord can be said to be very lucky. 

If you know that the human race has thousands of cosmic sages, the Immortal Lord is actually not too 

outrageous, and there are actually many ahead of him. 

But breaking through this thing, in fact, the higher cosmic master, cosmic hegemon, top cosmic 

hegemon... Actually, there is not much difference. 

The difference between them is actually more about their strength, the divine body, the amplitude of 

the divine power, the treasure, the secret technique... it has nothing to do with the realm. 

In essence, their realm is the higher cosmic Venerable. 

And from now on, immortality is separated from the thousands of cosmic sages of the human race, one 

world by one, and the status is completely different. 

"You have just broken through now, and your strength is too weak. When your realm is higher, the race 

will give you the strongest treasure depending on the situation, allowing you to go further... However, it 

depends on your performance. Work hard. Don't die. Don't let us. Disappointment." The founder of the 

giant axe encouraged. 

"Ah!" The undead Lord's eyes widened, and his whole body trembled. 

Xeon Supreme? 

"I... I am immortal, and I must live up to the expectations of the race!" The undead Lord was so excited 

that he couldn't speak. 

The immortal master felt like he was dreaming, as if an ordinary person was suddenly hit by hundreds of 

millions of inheritance, and his head was dizzy. 

Instantly set foot on the pinnacle of life, is there? 

... 



Soon after Wang Yi finished his preaching, he set off to the universe and sea to embark on a new 

adventure. 

This time, Wang Yi still took risks with a divine body in each Jedi. 

In fact, it is said to be a divine body, but because it can provide divine power with the source-class 

treasure, each divine body can differentiate into other divine bodies at any time. 

In other words, if necessary, Wang Yi can make the four divine bodies appear in the same place 

instantly! 

This is also convenient for him to sign in when necessary! 

For example, if the Yanxing Giant Beast is in Qingfeng Realm, then it can differentiate into the human 

deity at any time to sign in! 

When the human deity splits into the Yanxing Giant Beast, it can first split into the Void Zerg, or the 

Nether Sea clone to stay in place, and then return to continue the adventure after it is over... 

The same goes for other clones. 

Wang Yi has four divine bodies, which can be operated flexibly. 

After all, although there are four divine bodies, their divine powers are all the same! In the final analysis, 

they are all condensed from the endless secluded sea divine power, which is essentially the same divine 

power! 

Four divine bodies, four times happy! 

Moreover, because the endless secluded sea is in the kingdom of the gods on the interlayer of the 

primitive universe, at the necessary moment, if something major happens in the primitive universe, the 

four divine bodies can instantly condense in the endless secluded sea! 

To this end, Wang Yi also made preparations. Each divine body carried a slave of the universe overlord. If 

Wang Yi disintegrated his divine power and returned to the kingdom of God, if he could not carry his 

belongings back, he would be carried by the slave to stay in the strongest treasure. Inside the palace, 

waiting for him to return in a safe place. 

Therefore, there are many divine body clones, especially the infinite secluded sea that can replenish 

divine power, which is really very convenient, not only comes and goes freely, but also guarantees full 

firepower. 

In the Qingfeng world, a black streamer is continuously advancing rapidly in a deep and long cave 

passage. 

"This time, I will not only explore the core area, but also go to the dark places." 

A majestic figure one hundred meters high sits in the core control room of the Tomb Ship. He is a 

humanoid figure, with a pair of blood-colored corners, red eyes, and a dark red scale armor on his body, 

as well as a scale armor. The tail... exudes a **** domineering atmosphere. 



This is Wang Yi's avatar of the Yanxing Giant Beast, and he is now taking the tomb boat to the core area 

of Qingfeng Realm, the famous and discolored "dark place". 

As for the human deity, head to the core area of the cosmic ark to explore, and stop by the "Silver Token 

Secret Chamber Space". 

Void Zerg, go to Liuzhong Mountain. 

Of course, the human deity is responsible for the sign-in task, and wherever he goes, he will condense 

the human divine body to sign-in. 

It's a bit troublesome, but if you don't want to miss the reward...you have to do it. 

However, if it reaches the true **** stage, all the clones will return to their origins and become one, 

leaving only the human body. If you want to do this, you can't do it. 

"A dark place..." A solemn expression appeared in Wang Yi's Yan Star Giant Beast's eyes. 

The Dim Land... is a terrifying area in the "Core Area of Qingfeng Realm"! 

Compared with it, the so-called Flame Ice Region and God Destruction Stream in the inner space of the 

Universe Ship are simply child's play. It should be noted that any place in the core area is much more 

terrifying than the Flame Ice Region and so on. 

Not to mention the "dark places" in the core area. 

As long as you sink into a dark place, no one can come out! That is a prison of despair! 

The strongest person in the universe has never heard of anyone who has ever come out. 

"The dark place is where the world beast's nest is, and it is also my main goal this time..." Wang Yi said in 

a low voice. 

The world beast is the enemy of the primitive universe, born for destruction. 

The primitive universe gave birth to all things and all living beings. In this vast world, everything has its 

pros and cons. There is the primitive universe that breeds all things...There is also the existence that 

destroys all things. This existence is called... the world beast! 

The world beast is the most terrifying creature bred in the entire universe, without a doubt the most 

terrifying creature! It is the opposite of the original universe. It will give birth to a realm beast every time 

a very long time passes. When a realm beast comes out... it will be a catastrophe! 

Why has there been only two holy land universes in the entire universe since the Endless Era? 

That's because the previous holy land universe was destroyed by world beasts. 

When the world beast is completely born, it will destroy all universes, whether it is the holy land 

universe, the small universe, or even the original universe! 

Regarding the world beasts, Wang Yi was also very cautious and didn't dare to be careless at all. 



Even if he surpassed the cycle of reincarnation ahead of time and entered the continent of origin, but 

the small universe remained in the universe, he still needed to face the threat of the world beast. 

Unless Wang Yi cultivates to become the eternal true **** as soon as possible, once he becomes the 

eternal true god, he can resist the world beasts, at least the small universe will not be destroyed. 

But if the human race has other powerful small universes, such as the founder of the Great Axe, the Lord 

of Chaos, etc., there will be no way. 

"The world beast, if it can be solved in advance..." Wang Yi narrowed his eyes. 

Before, because the dim place was in the core area of Qingfeng Realm, it was extremely dangerous. 

Although Wang Yi cares, he is not sure enough, and he will definitely not rush. 

But now, Wang Yi has gained the inheritance of the Donghe River, and has gained a lot of benefits from 

the panel, and his strength has improved by leaps and bounds. It is not an exaggeration to say that he is 

the first person in the universe. 

But Wang Yi still did not dare to underestimate the danger of the dim place! 

There, there are 1 billion world beasts! 

The Beast Master is divided into two stages, the first stage is the gestation period, and the second stage 

is the growth period. During the gestation period, the universe will give birth to a billion world beasts. 

Although the world beasts are born to fight each other and devour each other and decide the last world 

beast king, that is the world beast that has most completely begun to enter the growth stage. Even in 

the growth period, it is divided into an infancy to a mature period, but even in an infancy period, the 

current universe cannot stop it. 

In the Origin Continent, when a realm beast reaches its true maturity, it will be a real disaster. Even in 

the heyday of the Jin Kingdom, it will not be able to resist the endless army led by the mature realm 

beast. Many forces must work together to do their best to eliminate it. 

There should not be as many world beasts in the lair of the dim place now, but any world beast is more 

dangerous than the strongest in the ordinary universe! I don’t know how many world beasts there are in 

the lair! 

This is not a true **** that can't be seen in the universe. 

The world beasts killed each other, but they only hated each other internally, and when they 

encountered foreign enemies, they joined forces. If Wang Yi is surrounded by thousands of world 

beasts, even if there is a tomb boat, it will not necessarily rush out. 

Wang Yi went to the dim place now, and didn't plan to solve the world beast, that's impossible, but went 

to find the way and see if he could sign in and get something good. 

The panel is Wang Yi's greatest support. 



"Even the world beasts in the gestation period are very scary. The Lord of the universe fights them 

alone, which can be said to be sent to death. Only the strongest in the universe can fight." Wang Yi 

recalled the information related to the world beasts. 

"Also, even the strongest person in the universe must have the Xeon Supreme Armor, and must have 

the Soul Xeon Supreme Treasure. There are these two great treasures... in order to fight against the 

world. Otherwise, it will be sent to death." 

"There is also a will, and it must be strong. The divine body must not be weak." 

In the original book, the world beast is good at soul attacks, and secondly, the world beast possesses the 

opposite power to the divine power. The energy used by the world beasts is different from the divine 

power of the strong in the universe. Just like water and fire are incompatible, the energy of the world 

beast will madly annihilate the divine power. Of course, at the same time as the divine power is 

annihilated, the energy of the world beast will gradually disappear. 

Therefore, to deal with the world beasts, in addition to complete treasures, you must also have a strong 

will and a huge divine body. If it is a god-like body, it can't hold back consumption at all. If the will is 

weaker and there is no Soul Xeon Supreme Treasure protection, it will not be able to stop the attack of 

the Soul of the Beast! 

This is just an ordinary method of the world beast, and the more terrifying ability of the world beast has 

not yet been shown. 

Wang Yi sighed. No wonder the creator of the great axe in the original work was trapped by the three 

strongest in the universe, including King Zhenjia, who took refuge in the world beast, and entered the 

dark place, and he could not escape. The great axe at that time was only a magic axe, and encountering 

a world beast was tantamount to dying. 

But Wang Yi was different. He was stronger than the giant axe at that time, and he was well prepared. 

This time he didn't intend to go deep into the dark place. He just explored on the edge. As long as he is 

not besieged by too many world beasts, it should be fine. 

Wang Yi shook his head. 

"Strength is the root of everything. I still improve my strength as soon as possible. If I have the strength 

of Luo Feng's late stage now, it will be much easier to deal with world beasts." 

"If there is an eternal true **** or even higher strength, the world beast crisis will not be a problem." 

... 

As a result, Wang Yi’s Yanxing Giant Beast clone took the tomb boat all the way to the depths of 

Qingfeng Realm, and gradually began to approach the core area... 

time flies. 

Qingfeng world, core area, dim place. 

"Wow~~~" 



On the edge of the endless dark place, there was a surging stream of black mist. Long ago, the dark place 

had not had so much black mist diffused, but as time passed, the breath of the dark place became more 

terrifying and intense. 

And another place in the core of Qingfeng Realm, an area very close to the "dark place", is in the waters 

of Wanzhonglang. 

The Wanzhonglang water area is the inner area of the core of Qingfeng Realm. It is famous for 

"psychedelic". Even with the strongest treasure palace body, it is difficult to escape once lost in it. 

Of course, the "Ten Thousand Waves" is much better than the "dark place", after all, no one has ever 

escaped from the dark place not far from it. 

"Boom..." An ancient ship floating in the waves. On the big ship, there is a huge winding mountain 

creature, a steel creature ~www.mtlnovel.com~ a giant of thunder and lightning. 

They are the three well-known beings in the first reincarnation era-the ancestor **** of Qiuyan, the king 

of Zhenjia, and the star master of Haolei. 

"This world beast is really troublesome. They don't want to come out, but let us lure other powerful 

people in the universe to eat." The voice of the lightning giant "Star Master Haolei" was low and buzzing. 

The three Star Master Haolei were forced to take refuge in the Realm Beast, and since then they have 

become slaves to the Realm Beast. 

That is a real slave, who will never stand up! Life and death are all in the mind of the world beast. 

"It's a pity that the Lord Yuan'ao was destroyed by humans last time, which delayed our plan. It took 

more time to find a new candidate." The ancestor God Qiuyan was entrenched, his voice boomed. 

"We have to act in a concealed manner, so that other forces in the universe and the sea must not be 

aware of it, otherwise we will be in trouble in the future." Two fiery fireballs in King Zhenjia's eyes were 

spinning. 

"This mankind has a good fate to be inherited from the ancient civilization. It broke our good deeds 

before, huh, I really hope to feed them all to the world beasts." Star Master Hao Lei said with jealousy. "I 

heard that the lord of the human chaotic source is now the number one power in the universe? 

Comparable to the original ancestor? It would be good if he came here, and entered the dim place, it is 

not a realm beast's plate Chinese food!" 

Chapter 743: Send you on the road 

Just when the three strongest men in the universe were discussing Wang Yi in the first reincarnation era, 

the Wang in their mouths also rushed into the waters of Wanzhonglang on the boat of the tomb. 

The material characteristics of the tomb boat are completely isolated from the impact of the soul, and it 

is powerful, and it is almost like walking on the ground in the dangerous waters. 

"Huh?" At this moment, through the Supreme Treasure Domain, the Yanxing Giant Beast King Yi who 

was in the tomb boat discovered the ancient ship of the three strongest in the universe ahead of time. 
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In an instant, his eyes burst into light. 

"Ancestral God Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, Star Master Haolei..." 

"It's really nowhere to be found after breaking through the iron shoes. It takes no effort to get it." 

"I was looking for you, so I was here." 

Wang Yi's domain discovered three strongest people in the universe, and the three strongest people in 

the universe also discovered an unfamiliar realm that suddenly appeared. 

"Who is it? Dare to spy on us without authorization!?" A roar resounded everywhere. 

Because the realm cannot be seen through, they can't directly see the situation in the realm, nor can 

they see the boat of the tomb, otherwise they must feel strange. 

No one in the universe knew that Wang Yi also had a tomb boat, which was Luo Feng's exclusive car. 

"Hahaha..." The black tomb boat disappeared, the domain spread out, revealing a humanoid existence 

with red scales. "In front of you are the three ancestors of Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Lord Haolei of the 

first reincarnation era? I am the source of the original universe." 

"It's him, the Lord of Chaotic Source!" 

The ancestor God Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Star Master Haolei were all surprised and inexplicably 

surprised. 

They didn't expect that just as they were still discussing the Lord of Chaotic Source, people appeared in a 

blink of an eye. 

"How can the Lord of Chaotic Source suddenly appear here?" 

"This is the waters of tens of thousands of waves. It is already close to the dim place. It is extremely 

dangerous. Even the strongest in the universe dare not come over easily. He dares to come over by 

himself. Could it be that he is so confident in his own strength?" 

"This is a good opportunity, I don't know if there is any way to trick him into a dark place..." 

"It's wrong. Only one clone of him is seen here. The Lord of Chaotic Source is said to have many 

powerful clones. Only one of them is destroyed. It is of little use and will offend him. In the future, we 

will be unable to make any progress in the universe." 

"First contact and test, if he is going to a dark place, we can inform the owners..." 

The ancestor God Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Star Master Hao Lei discussed in secret. 

Although they said that they seemed to want to kill Wang Yi, they all saw that it was a clone of Wang Yi 

that appeared here. They didn't know if the Tongtian Pagoda would be brought here, not to mention 

that they knew that Wang Yi really had rumors. So powerful, the three of them combined are not their 

opponents. 



"The Lord of Chaotic Source, I will be fortunate to be here." The creature "Ancestral God of Qiuyan" that 

entangled in the ancient ship opened his mouth and said in a low voice, "I wonder what the Lord of 

Chaotic Source has done here?" 

Although the human race did not know why they would kill the soul servants of themselves and others, 

they might not know the relationship between the Lord Yuan'ao and themselves. The three of them 

believed that they had no grievances with humans, so they didn't panic. 

Yanxing Giant Beast King Yi hovered in the endless waves, lowered his head and chuckles, "I'm here, of 

course..." 

boom! ! ! 

The dazzling seven-color flames instantly diffused, and the rivers of flames filled the vast and mighty 

flames, which looked like petals blooming from a distance, the magnificent and beautiful. 

But the three strongest men in the universe, the Ancestor God Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Star Lord 

Haolei, felt the endless pressure from all directions, and their complexions changed suddenly. 

"Master of Chaotic Source!" 

"What do you want to do?" 

The Yanxing Giant Beast in the center of the Flame Flower swelled, swelling to tens of thousands of 

kilometers, revealing a hideous face. 

"What I want to do, of course I want to send you all on the road." 

The three ancestors of Qiuyan are all traitors to the universe and sea who take refuge in the world 

beasts. They will inform the world beasts in the future. If they encounter them, they will not be 

eradicated, so are they still left for the New Year? 

"Damn it!" 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source actually wants to kill us!" 

Perceiving the murderous aura on the opposite side that was as strong as the substance, the faces of the 

three strongest men in the universe on the ancient ship were extremely ugly. 

"Die!" Wang Yi said with no interest. It is close to the dim place of the world beast's old nest. Killing 

these three world beast servants doesn't know if the world beasts will be alarmed. It also released the 

mechanical treasure "Colorful Fennel" that was used to deal with the strongest of the five races in the 

universe. In an instant, countless colorful lights burst into the sky, and hundreds of millions of rainbow-

like ribbons madly filled the surroundings. They directly gathered up the petals like a flower bud and 

closed the three. The strongest in the universe is trapped in this space. 

Then, the Yanxing Giant Beast's wings flicked, turning into a stream of red fire, and flew towards the 

ancient ship at an astonishing speed. 



The ancestor God Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Star Master Hao Lei, who were trapped in it, felt a river of 

flames surging around them, and time and space still suppressed them. In the distance, there is a sealed 

world formed by dense and numerous colored light bands. They are here now. Seal the world. 

"Is this the way the Lord of Chaotic Source kills the strongest men in the original universe?" 

"Can't escape." 

"He really wants to kill us!" 

The trio of Qiuyan Ancestor God, Zhenjia King, and Hao Lei Xingzhu sank to the bottom. 

They never thought that the Lord of Chaotic Source would actually do it without saying a word. 

According to intelligence, humans should have no hostility to the forces of the universe and sea. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, wait a minute, is there any misunderstanding between us?" King Zhenjia said 

eagerly. 

"Misunderstanding? Maybe." 

The teasing voice of the Yanxing Giant Beast came, and a powerful pressure came close. 

Star Master Haolei and others had to be forced to fight. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, you want to kill us, it's not that easy!" 

I saw a huge thunder and lightning giant roaring for hundreds of millions of kilometers, and the endless 

thunder snakes that ruined the sky and the earth spread in all directions, forming an extremely terrifying 

sea of thunder and lightning. There are thirty-six arms. After all, the thunderstorm star clan is a 

"thunderstorm planet". After he became a true god, he returned to his original source. The true form is 

the most dazzling light ball in the center of his body. . 

Only the arms, head, etc. are all formed by divine power, so naturally there are as many arms as you 

need. 

On his thirty-six arms, each of them is holding a strange triangular pointed cone, and there are 36 

triangular pointed cones, each of which is the pinnacle of treasure. The formed set of the pinnacle 

treasure "Huanyu Cone" is also very suitable for the lightning giant. 

Yan Xing beast looked at it and sneered. Star Master Hao Lei was the strongest in the universe. He had 

the Xeon Supreme Treasure Armor on his body. In terms of strength, he was a Tier 8 top, and he was 

considered high-end combat power in the universe. 

"Lord of Chaotic Origin, you are attacking us today. If we can escape, you humans will never have a good 

life!" King Zhenjia's steel body is not much smaller than Haolei, his eyes are as blazing as stars. The 

burning fireball exploded with blazing light, and the surrounding space disintegrated directly, and the 

whole body was radiant like the sun, with a deep anger, and the sound was like a metal impact. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, you can't kill us. It's still too late to stop now..." said the ancestor **** Qiu 

Yan. 

"Too much nonsense, die!" 



"Swipe!" The Yanxing Giant Beast was covered with dark golden armor, and it was destroyed! Divine 

power burning! The mechanical treasure is urged, and the strength immediately skyrocketed! 

The Yanxing Giant Beast's claws are covered with dark golden secret patterns of steel claws, and there 

are three pairs of wings behind it. It exudes a terrifying murderous aura, and madly swoops toward the 

three strongest in the universe. 

At the beginning, Wang Yi took out three blade embryos from the Duandonghe Inheritance Space he 

signed in, and then took a "stone claw" element embryo according to the characteristics of the Yanxing 

Giant Beast, and used it for the Yanxing Giant Beast to strengthen its attack power. . 

And considering that the "dark place" in the core area of Qingfeng realm is a nest of realm beasts, the 

danger is high, and the giant Yanxing beast is wearing chaotic wings. 

So... this way, the strength of the Yanxing Giant Beast is the strongest among the four divine bodies. 

The four super beings collided in this tens of thousands of waves in an instant. 

Hao Lei Xing has thirty-six arms, and each arm is holding a bizarre triangular-pointed cone. Rays of 

lightning and golden light shoot out from each of the pointed cones, and 36 full-length lightning and 

golden lights instantly converge to form a huge golden one. Pointed cone! 

The Yanxing Giant Beast violently tore off its claws, as if it could pull out a big hole in the universe. 

"boom!" 

As soon as the golden pointed cone touched, that powerful force directly slapped the golden pointed 

cone apart. 

King Zhenjia’s flame-burning steel spear stabbed like a heavy cannon, but the angle was very ghostly, 

and the ancestor of Qiuyan raised his head with a breathtaking whistle, and there were countless 

tadpole-like virtual soul secrets in the void. Patterns, layer upon layer surrounding the Yanxing Giant 

Beast from all sides. 

"Small bugs!" The Yanxing Giant Beast directly slammed the front "Haolei Star Master" directly into the 

air. The Haolei Star Master clearly had a divine body hundreds of millions of kilometers tall, which was 

more than ten thousand kilometers taller than the Yanxing Giant Beast. Bai, the Yan Xing Giant Beast 

looked like a little lizard in front of him, but the "Star Master Hao Lei" was vulnerable to the Yan Xing 

Giant Beast. 

The eighth-tier top is opposed to the tenth top, and it is weakened and oppressed by the Xeon Domain. 

The strength is actually lower. How could a frontal collision be the opponent of the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

As for the soul attack of the Ancestral God Qiuyan? Wang Yi ignored it. 

Hum! The sharp wings of the Yanxing Giant Beast are as sharp as a knife, be it! The spear in King 

Zhenjia's hand was almost shaken and flew out. 

"Too strong, this power!" The three strongest men in the universe were shocked. 



The Yanxing Giant Beast turned around, whoosh! The wings vibrated, and I don't know how many times 

it vibrated in a moment, then it turned into an extremely dazzling rainbow light and flew towards King 

Zhenjia and the ancestor **** Qiuyan. 

"I remember, you don't have the Xeon Treasure Armor, do you?" 

Chi Zesheng changed, so Wang Yi naturally wanted to solve his opponent as quickly as possible. 

The expressions of King Zhenjia and Qiuyanzushen changed suddenly. 

"Stop him!" 

"After all, he is the Lord of the universe. We shouldn't directly fight him directly or consume him. He 

wants to maintain such a powerful attack and will consume a lot of divine power. Our divine body is 

larger than him, and the level of divine power is higher than him. If it goes down, we still have a chance 

to win." 

"Yes, as long as we hold on for a while, his divine power will be exhausted, and he will naturally give up 

when he knows that he can't do anything." 

The three strongest in the universe quickly reacted. 

Star Master Hao Lei and King Zhen Jia rushed over again desperately, trying to stop the Yan Xing 

behemoth. 

Star Master Hao Lei has a strong and supreme armor, and his body is huge and can resist energy 

consumption, even if Wang Yi has been maintaining this state and wants to kill him, it will not be easy. 

King Zhenjia, because of his race, was also a body of steel and defensively tyrannical, so he had the 

confidence to persevere in the face of the terrifying attack by Wang Yi Yanxing behemoth. At least it will 

not be easily killed. 

In fact, in the first killing of "Dream Demon Ancestor", the two divine bodies were attacked together, 

and they attacked for a long time before killing the strongest man in the universe with the strongest 

armor. The consumption of divine power at every moment is amazing. If Wang Yi doesn't equip every 

divine body with the original treasure, and there is a huge amount of divine power to make up for the 

consumption, he can't do this at all, if the divine body is exhausted in a moment, then what else? 

Therefore, if you want to kill the strongest person in the universe, especially the strongest person in the 

universe with the Xeon Treasure armor, relying solely on the divine body of the Lord of the Universe, 

unless you attack the sky and destroy it at the fastest speed, you will have no chance at all. . 

The strongest in the universe consumes energy and consumes you to death. 

"Want to exhaust my divine power?" Wang Yi sneered inwardly. 

Would he not know this? 

You know, the methods he uses now are extremely against the sky, such as Wing Time and Space, such 

as the Xeon Supreme Treasure Domain, such as the True God-level **** treasure "Colorful Fennel", and 



the use of the secret technique of "Destruction" and the activation of the primitive weapon. Push the 

mechanical treasure armor... 

The divine power that needs to be consumed to activate one of them is amazing, let alone so many add 

up! 

Even the huge divine body tens of millions of kilometers high Yanxing Giant Beast cannot afford it! 

Wang Yi only felt the endless divine power gushing out like a flood, while on the other hand, there was a 

steady flow of divine power pouring in from his original treasure. 

It was like two passages in a pool, one flowed out and the other flowed in, but the other one couldn't 

keep up, and the Yanxing Giant Beast could only stop. 

Fortunately, the source class Xeon Supreme Treasure was very powerful, and the divine power was 

replenished in a timely manner, abruptly maintaining Wang Yi's divine body consumption in a barely 

balanced state. 

Therefore, Star Master Hao Lei and the three strongest people in the universe wanted to force Wang Yi 

back by consumption, which was pure wishful thinking. 

And this is also thanks to Wang Yi's choice of endless Youhai as a clone, otherwise there is such a huge 

amount of divine power that I don't know where to find it, and there is nowhere to add it. 

In the waters of ten thousand waves, in a colorful sealed space, beside a big ship undulating in the 

water, four towering figures are fighting frantically~www.mtlnovel.com~ More precisely, it is the giant 

flame star beasts surrounding the three universes. The strongest attacked frantically, while Star Master 

Hao Lei and King Zhen Jia worked hard to entangle the giant Yanxing beasts and protect the weaker 

Qiuyan Ancestor God. The two sides could not fight each other, and the battlefield was in chaos. 

As time passed, the three strongest men in the universe were surprised to find that the divine body of 

the Yanxing Giant Beast was not weakened at all. 

On the other hand, looking at the strongest in the three major universes, they are somewhat 

overwhelmed. 

"This, how is this possible..." 

"This human being, the divine body burns so fiercely, but the aura hasn't changed at all..." 

"He is obviously the Lord of the universe, he shouldn't, why does he have so much supernatural power." 

The strongest in the three universes were both shocked and terrified. 

The strongest person in the universe burns flesh and blood into divine power. One of the strongest 

points than the Lord of the universe is that it will not affect the strength, and no matter how much it 

burns. 

And the Lord of the universe, as long as the divine body loses half, his strength will drop drastically. 



But the Flame Star Giant Beast had burned its divine power for so long, but there was no sign of its 

strength declining. Obviously, humans definitely had the means to quickly replenish their divine power. 

Their previous plans were completely defeated. 

Chapter 744: Wicked name 

"King Zhenjia, Star Master Hao Lei, you can't go on like this." The Ancestor Qiu Yan said anxiously. 

You can't beat the Lord of Chaotic Source, and you can't run away if you're trapped here. 

A dead end. 

"If this is the case, there is no other way but that trick is the only one." Master Hao Lei Xing said angrily. 

Both King Zhenjia and the Ancestor God Qiuyan knew which trick Haolei Star Master was talking about, 

they hesitated for a moment, and none of them objected. 

"Okay. Just in case, the three of us cast it together." There was a fierce light in King Zhenjia's eyes, which 

was obviously crazy. "The Lord of the Chaotic Source is so strong and there are so many methods. If we 

use it alone, we can't let the Lord of the Chaotic Source fall, and let him be prepared, and then it will be 

troublesome." 

"Okay." The other two also quickly agreed when they came to life and death. 

"Roar!" 

The Yanxing behemoth, who was about to continue to pounce down, suddenly saw black air currents 

appearing everywhere on the huge bodies of the three strongest men in the universe, including Hao Lei 

Star Master, and black air currents appeared everywhere, causing them to send out. There was a scream 

of pain, and the strange black air current appeared...it seemed to have no power. 

But it made Wang Yi feel dangerous instinctively, and every divine power in his body was howling, as if 

he had encountered a terrible existence. 

It's like encountering a natural enemy, the kind of horror that comes from the depths of the soul. 

"Is it finally here?" A dignified look appeared in Yan Xing Giant Beast's eyes. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, you go to die!" Star Master Hao Lei, God of Yan Ancestor, King Zhen Jia were 

all crazy, and saw the endless black air current emerging from the surface of their bodies, flashing across 

the space in an instant, at a rapid speed. It is not limited by time and speed at all. It's like a treasure of 

the domain, which can spread to a certain range as soon as you use it. 

The Yanxing Giant Beast tried its best to control the Arcane Realm to stop it, but it didn't have much 

effect. 

"Too fast!" This idea just came to Wang Yi's mind. 

The black air current arrived in front of the Yanxing Giant Beast in an instant. Instantly invaded the 

divine body of the Yanxing Giant Beast. 
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When faced with that black air current, instinctively felt terrified. This was not his inner fear, but the 

natural fear of every divine power, as if his hair would instantly scorch and curl when encountering 

flames. When Divine Power encounters the black air current, it naturally feels terrified. This is not 

shifted for the will. 

"The power of the world beast!?" 

"I am a True God-level mechanical treasure armor, many times stronger than the original Luo Feng, I 

don't believe it, I can't resist it!" Yan Xing beast roared in his heart, his divine power urged to the limit. 

"Huh..." The seemingly ordinary black air current instantly enveloped the entire Yanxing giant beast. 

Why can mechanical treasures be condensed into battle armor? It is because of divine power that it can 

be formed. Therefore, the burning supernatural power on the surface of the battle armor has been 

maintained. 

"Chichichi..." 

As if water and fire touched, they consumed each other in an instant. 

Suddenly, Wang Yi discovered that the armor on his body seemed to be less defensive than he had 

imagined. 

What the opponent directly corrodes is divine power. No matter how good your mechanical treasure is, 

it is useless without divine power. 

And once there is no divine power, the armor cannot be driven. 

When the black air current envelops the behemoth of the flame star, the burning power that maintains 

the armor of the mechanical treasure is immediately consumed! The same... the black air flow is also 

being consumed, but the black air flow is too large, that is all the black air flow out of the entire body of 

the three "Master Hao Lei Star". At the beginning, Luo Feng was only eroded by the black air current of 

"Star Master Hao Lei", one of the strongest in the universe, and the divine body fell on the spot. 

Can Wang Yi's Yanxing Giant Beast clone survive? 

Wang Yi tried his best to transmit his whole body's divine power like crazy to maintain his body armor. 

But! To Wang Yi's surprise, it was like a ball of flame that was suddenly poured out by a large basin of 

water and extinguished in an instant. When Divine Power encounters the black air current, it is also 

annihilated cleanly and swiftly. 

"Huh..." The terrifying black air current faintly formed a weird twisted appearance, and immediately 

enveloped the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

Supernatural power! Black airflow! To consume each other crazily. 

80%……70%……60%……50%……40%…… 

"Boom..." At the same time, a large amount of divine power of the original type treasure in the body 

also poured in to supplement the consumption. However, the divine body aura of the Yanxing Giant 

Beast was still declining, and it still couldn't keep up with the rate of attrition. 



Obviously, there is a lot of divine power in the Primordial Treasure, but the speed of replenishment 

cannot keep up with the consumption of the black air current erosion, so the divine body of the Yanxing 

Giant Beast is still shrinking, and its aura keeps dropping. 

In the distance, Star Master Hao Lei, King Zhen Jia, and Ancestral God Qiuyan, the three strongest in the 

universe, were in a frenzy of excitement. 

"Die!" 

"The **** Chaotic Source Lord actually forced me and others to use this power. Now you are dead. 

What is the use of your divine power? It is not a level of power. If you are the strongest in the universe, 

you can still entangle one another. Fan...You are only the Lord of the universe, even if the total amount 

of divine power is more than a thousand times, there is only one way to perish." 

"Hahaha... once you fell, you have many treasures, all of them are ours. Even if you have a clone, it is too 

late to save you." The three were excited and excited, looking forward to watching the giant flame beast 

struggle. Watch it fall. 

"The power of this world beast is really terrifying. It seems that any method is ineffective, and the attack 

is useless. Even with the Xeon Treasure Armor, facing this method of directly eroding the divine power, 

it may not be able to hold it, the world beast, Naturally, it is the nemesis of life in the universe." Wang Yi 

finally understood why the world beast could become a disaster in the universe. 

Unless it is much stronger than the realm beast, even at the same level, facing the divine body of the 

realm beast, the divine body is not huge enough, most of it will end up fleeing. 

Of course, if it breaks through to the true god, and then has an infinite body, a huge body that is ten 

light years like Luo Feng, the world beast will not be able to consume it no matter what it is, and there is 

no fear of the world beast. 

Right now, Wang Yi is only the Lord of the universe, the Lord of the universe with a genetic level of forty 

thousand times. In the face of any one of the strongest in the universe, he is essentially not dominant. 

Because the strongest person in the universe is a hundred times stronger than the Lord of the universe! 

Only because of the limitations of the original universe's operating laws, can only exert the power 

equivalent to ten thousand times the genetic level of the Lord of the universe! In fact, they are a 

hundred times stronger than the **** of the universe lord! 

Therefore, even if the attack is insufficient, they are stronger than the Lord of the universe in terms of 

defense of the divine body, at least they have an advantage in resisting the erosion of the power of the 

world beast! 

The Yanxing Giant Beast’s divine body is tens of thousands of kilometers high, and there are original 

Xeons to replenish its divine power. They are all so embarrassed under the erosion of this black air 

current. If they are replaced by other universe masters, they are afraid that they will be annihilated in an 

instant. 

"Roar..." The Yanxing Giant Beast roared in the black air current. 



"The Lord of Chaotic Source, he is the Lord of the Universe, how can he resist it so much." The three 

strongest men in the universe were also secretly shocked. "Even if we are in this black air current, we 

may not be able to resist it for so long." 

"Don't be afraid, his breath has weakened, and he will definitely die next." Someone said, and seemed 

to comfort himself. 

"Roar……" 

The black air current gradually dissipated, but the Yanxing Giant Beast was still suspended in the waves, 

only half of its divine body was less than before. 

"Resistant?" 

"No, how is it possible!" 

The ancestor God Qiuyan was stunned when they saw this scene. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source resisted the attack of the black air current and did not fall, and then it was 

their turn to be finished. 

Sure enough, the dark golden mechanical armor was covering the body of the Yanxing Giant Beast, and 

the divine body aura of the Yanxing Giant Beast became stronger again, and it quickly returned to its 

previous state visible to the naked eye. 

"This black air current is really terrifying. I almost couldn't stop the flame star beast. If I want to replace 

it with a human body with a smaller divine body, I'm afraid it will soon be unable to persist and 

annihilate." Wang Yi sighed in his heart. 

This shows that the terrifying world beast. 

Had it not been for Wang Yi to have the original Xeon Treasure to supplement his supernatural power, I 

am afraid it would be difficult to sustain it. 

"Since I'm holding it up, then, it's your turn to be unlucky." Yan Xing Giant Beast looked at the three 

strongest in the universe, showing fierce brilliance. 

The Yanxing Giant Beast turned into a streamer and rushed towards the three strongest in the universe, 

this time it was even more fierce and cruel. The three strongest in the universe resisted desperately, but 

because of the black air current before they were cast, their strength dropped a lot. Compared with the 

Yanxing Giant Beast at this time, they weren't opponents at all. 

Soon, the ancestor God Qiuyan was only clawed by the giant Yanxing beast, and the divine body was 

severely damaged. If King Zhenjia and Star Master Haolei were nearby to protect it, its divine body was 

huge, and it might have fallen. 

Almost all the Prison Clan Demon Ancestors and Crystal Clan Holy Masters at the top level of Tier 7 were 

beheaded by Wang Yi with a single knife. The Qiuyan Ancestor God was stronger than the former, so he 

was not killed instantly. 

However, their struggle has ended here. 



"Master of Chaotic Source! Don't be proud, our master won't let you go, you will fall one day sooner or 

later!" The ancestor **** Qiu Yan blew himself up in despair. 

"boom!" 

How terrible is the divine power contained in the strongest body in the universe with a height of 100 

million kilometers. It exploded in an instant...The power of self-detonation is even more powerful than 

the strongest attack of the strongest in the universe, and it has completely reached the "universe" A 

limit value of the strongest. 

Even if Wang Yi was protected by a mechanical treasure armor, he was forced to fly out for a while, 

flying out at a speed far exceeding one hundred times the speed of light. Obviously, this self-detonation 

energy has reached a certain limit in the universe, making the law difficult to restrain. . 

The nearby Hao Lei Star Lord and King Zhen Jia were not much better. Although they were quickly 

avoided by the Qiuyan Ancestor God in advance, the distance was still too close. Facing the energy 

fluctuations that ruined the world, they leaned forward. Doing my best to protect himself, the divine 

body still suffers a lot of damage. 

"The self-detonation power of the strongest person in the universe is really great." The Yanxing Giant 

Beast had stopped, shook his dizzy head, and then looked at Star Master Hao Lei and King Zhen Jia who 

had escaped desperately in the distance. 

Because of the previous self-detonation impact, the "rainbow fennel" mechanical treasure that 

imprisoned this space began to loosen, revealing a trace of cracks. It was discovered by the two masters 

of Hao Lei, and the two strongest men in the universe who were unwilling to fall are desperately going 

there at this time. run. 

"Want to run? Don't you think it's too late?" Yan Xing Giant Beast grinned, turned into a rainbow light, 

and rushed towards the two strongest men in the universe. 

There was oppression from the Xeon Realm, and the two most powerful in the universe were slow and 

pitiful, and they were soon caught up by Wang Yi again. 

They looked at each other desperately. 

Hiding in the palace? That ancient ship is the treasure of King Zhenjia, the supreme treasure of a palace. 

It can indeed protect them temporarily, but it can’t hide from Wang Yi’s pursuit. If it is possible to 

escape from the outside world, it is now trapped in this space. , They couldn't run out, and once they 

entered the palace, they would lose their means of resistance, and they would definitely be suppressed 

and sealed, or would fall. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, why are you killing us? Why? We don't seem to offend you, right?" King 

Zhenjia looked at the Yanxing behemoth unwillingly, and his heart was cold. 

He didn't understand why the Lord of Chaotic Source had to attack them, and why there was such a 

strong murderous intent. They clearly have no grudges with the Lord of Chaotic Source, and they have 

not even seen each other. 



"You don't need a reason to kill you." Yan Xing Giant Beast looked at them indifferently, without 

meaning to explain. 

"Okay, okay." The two strongest men in the universe of the First Reincarnation Era glanced at each 

other, both of them a little bleak. "Master of Chaotic Source, we were planted today, but you will not be 

well, you will die, you will definitely die, and your race will also be destroyed. We are waiting for you." 

"boom!" 

"boom!" 

The two strongest men in the universe blew themselves up together. 

Knowing that there is no life, they blew themselves up very simply. 

The Yanxing Giant Beast watched this scene indifferently. 

In the first reincarnation era, the three strongest in the universe died. 

"As early as the day you took refuge in the world beasts, you should have known that you would not end 

well." Wang Yi murmured. 

He began to put away the treasures left over by the three strongest men in the universe. Nothing else. 

The three Xeon treasures were a windfall, but Wang Yi didn't care anymore. 

Later, he informed the human race in the virtual universe to sweep the small universe of the three 

strongest in the universe, which are the tribes of the three first reincarnation ages, and they are also a 

huge asset. 

The human race was also stunned when they learned that Wang Yi had just killed the three strongest 

men in the universe during the first reincarnation era. 

You just killed a few of the Primordial Universe not long ago, and how long has it passed now, you have 

killed three more, and if this continues, the strongest of the universe will be afraid to see you. 

And with the fall of the ancestor God Qiuyan, Star Master Hao Lei, and King Zhen Jia, their small universe 

began to disintegrate. All life in the universe, including the master of the universe, died, and the 

moment when the masters of the universe who were active outside collectively died were killed by the 

outside world. It was discovered that a huge storm drew immediately. 

Soon, news came out that the three strongest men in the universe had fallen together in the first 

reincarnation era. 

The whole universe is shaking! 

The spearhead was quickly directed at the human beings in the primitive universe, because before the 

news came out, the strongest humans reached the small universe of the three strongest in the universe 

~www.mtlnovel.com~ and quickly searched for their wealth. 

"Are the humans of the primitive universe doing it again?" 

"Is it the Great Axe, or the Lord of Chaotic Origin?" 



"Before suppressing and killing the six strongest in the original universe was not enough, but now let the 

three strongest in the universe fall, including the ancestor God Qiuyan... The original human beings are 

too crazy, right? This is to be the strongest in all universes in the universe. Is the enemy the enemy?" 

After receiving the news, the major forces in the universe were shocked and panicked. It can be said 

that everyone is in danger. 

The ancestors of Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Haolei Star of the First Reincarnation Era are all extremely 

powerful, and are considered the second echelon (the top eighth) among the strongest in the universe, 

and only the first God can be stronger than them. Wait for the few overlords of the universe. 

But even if the first God is fighting alone, there is no way to kill any of them. The three strongest in the 

ancient universe can even fight the previous God Eye Clan, so the God Eye Clan is not willing to provoke 

them. . 

But now, the three strongest men in the universe have fallen together? 

Then who can guarantee their own safety. Who can guarantee that the next person killed is not 

yourself? 

It can be said that human beings in the primitive universe really scared the entire universe this time. 

Chapter 745: Beast Lair 

Virtual universe. 

"Hunyuan, we have sent people to the small universe of the ancestor God Qiuyan." 

City Lord Chaos meets Wang Yi. 

"However, why did you conflict with the ancestor God Qiuyan?" 

The human race does not know the existence of the world beasts, nor does it know that the ancestor 

**** Qiuyan is the servants of the world beasts, hidden spies in the universe. 

"It's like this." Wang Yifeng said lightly, "I was wandering deep in the inner realm of Qingfeng Realm, but 

I met the ancestor **** Qiuyan..." Wang Yi casually made up a reason, saying that the ancestor **** 

Qiuyan was greedy. Cheng Xing, coveted his treasures, and wanted to plot against him, but he was killed 

by him. 

Chaos City Lord did not doubt either. "I see." 

"You are adventuring in Qingfeng Realm, be careful." City Lord Chaos reminded. But I didn't worry too 

much. After all, Wang Yi had a clone and would not really fall. 

"Also, you killed the ancestor God Qiuyan this time. Although there is a reason, other forces in the 

universe sea don't necessarily believe it. They are all worried that you will continue to kill the strongest 

in other universes." Chaos City Lord said. 

The human races of individual forces don't care, but if the entire universe is aimed at humans, then 

humans will be uncomfortable. 
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If you really want to commit the anger, the human race will not be able to bear it. 

"I see." Wang Yi expressed his understanding. He is not a bloodthirsty person, and the strongest man in 

the universe who has fallen on his hands now has a way to die. 

The Eight Eyed Demon God wanted to attack him instead of being killed by hitting his treasure. 

The same goes for the six strongest in the original universe. 

As for the three ancestors of Qiuyan, who took refuge in the world beasts, they were destined to be 

enemies of the primitive universe, so it would be best to clean up the traitors early. 

As for the other strongest in the universe, as long as he does not become an enemy and does not 

provoke him, Wang Yi will not kill for no reason. 

... 

【Ding! Kill one of the strongest in the universe and get 56 million kills] 

【Ding! Kill one of the strongest in the universe and get 58 million kills] 

【Ding! Kill one of the strongest in the universe and get 60 million kills] 

After killing the ancestor God Qiuyan and the others, and clearing away the spoils, Wang Yi looked at the 

information on the panel at will. 

The three top eighth ranks of the strongest in the universe have contributed a total of 174 million killing 

points to him. 

That is 17.4 million treasure points. 

It can be exchanged for 174 ordinary Xeon Arcana, which is not bad. 

As Wang Yi gets richer and has a net worth of tens of billions, this point is no longer enough to excite 

him. 

Therefore, Wang Yi had no interest in killing the strongest in the universe. After all, even if all the 

strongest in the universe were killed, there would be hundreds of millions of treasures, which would not 

help Wang Yi at all. 

"Oh, it's not good to be too rich..." Wang Yi sighed with emotion. 

The life of the rich is so boring! 

After Wang Yi sighed, he happily took out the tomb boat and continued to fly to the dim place. 

at the same time. 

In the "dark place" deep in the core area of Qingfeng Realm, with the fall of the three strongest men in 

the universe, the ancestor God Qiuyan, King Zhenjia, and Lord Hao Lei, all the world beasts felt. 

"King Zhenjia and they are dead?" 

"Although these three idiots are afraid of death, they are not weak. What's the matter?" 



"Who killed them? Killed our servant?" 

The dim place, the nest of the world beasts, the countless world beasts, no matter what they are doing, 

they all sensed that the connection between the soul and the ancestor **** Qiuyan was completely 

broken. This is impossible... it can only be the fall of the ancestor **** Qiuyan. Up. 

Some of the world beasts were surprised, some were puzzled, some were indifferent, and some were 

curious...just without anger. 

As far as the world beasts are concerned, the ancestor gods Qiuyan are just slaves, tools, and will not 

feel distressed when they die, let alone care. 

In the endless dark place, the boundless black mist is permeated, and the two black lights are facing 

each other. 

"Beddy! You can't kill me! You chased me for so long, don't you give up?" 

"You can try!" 

"what!" 

Soon, a black light fled in embarrassment, followed by another black light behind him. 

"Bedy, this **** Brady, with so many companions, has been staring at me. I am not his opponent now. 

Let me give in. Damn, really damn, it made me feel so embarrassed. I must take revenge!" 

In the black light, it is a huge monster with black light emitting from its entire body. It has two hideous 

heads on the front and back, each with one eye, a nose, and a mouth. It has a pair of arms, a pair of 

legs... the whole body is naked. , Exuding a monstrous atmosphere of evil, glanced around with one eye 

before and after. 

"Look, Brady, I will definitely surpass you and I will eat you at that time!" The ugly black monster let out 

a low growl. "I, Morosa, is the last king! I am!" 

Realm beasts naturally respect destruction and killing, and they have been fighting since the beginning 

of their gestation. 

The world beast is not a chaotic fight, it has its own rules, and every world beast must abide by it. 

For example, the world beasts can only fight one-on-one, and cannot have helpers, no matter if they are 

of the same kind or different races. 

And because the world beast king was destined to be only one in the end, they would not be in groups, 

they would all act alone. 

But the world beasts are not dead heads, they will also run away from opponents that are inconsistent 

and stronger than themselves, and they will also try to avoid them in other ways. 

"Huh?" Morosa, who was flying away from the killer, suddenly changed his expression. "Star Master 

Haolei... My three servants are all dead? Are they all dead together?" 



The relationship between the servants of the world beasts and the world beasts is naturally 

insurmountable. Once they become the servants of the world beasts, no matter which world beasts, 

they are their masters. Star Master Hao Lei, whenever they see a realm beast, no matter which realm 

beast it is, they are called ‘king’. Anyway, these realm beasts are so crazy, and one refuses to accept 

one. 

"These three wastes, last time I asked them to find a way to send some fresh food in, they have been 

unable to do it, and they are dead now. They are really waste." The world beast Morosa was very 

dissatisfied. 

"However, to be able to kill Star Master Hao Lei and them at once, it seems that the murderer has a 

good strength. It should be a strong man in the universe." Morosa secretly said in his heart. "I just don't 

know who it is." The three true gods who were tempted by them and took refuge in the world beast are 

all pretty good. 

"Well, it's far away from that guy Brady, I'm going to look for other prey." Moroza's two heads flashed 

fiercely with one eye, looked in one direction, and turned into a black light and went away. 

The eternal theme of the Beast Lair is killing and hunting, which is extremely crazy. 

If Morosa knew that the one who killed Star Master Hao Lei and them was the Master of the Universe 

who had only cultivated for hundreds of thousands of years, he might have paid more attention to it. 

But it didn't know, nor did the other world beasts, they only knew that their servants in the outside 

world had suddenly died... and then they were gone. 

A few servants, what the world beast should be doing. 

What they care about most is their own evolution, becoming the only winner of the world beast. 

The world beasts don't know the origin of the small universe, how delicious it is, and it can increase its 

strength. If you know it, you will definitely come out. But by nature they didn't want to leave the nest, 

and no world beast had come out yet, so they didn't discover this secret either. The universe and the 

ocean were still calm. 

... 

Boom...At this time, the boat of the tomb has directly penetrated into the waters of ten thousand waves 

and began to approach the dim land. At the end of the endless waters, there is a darkness, that is the 

darkness that makes the soul tremble, in the world beasts Before he was born, once he fell into the dark 

depths, he would be lost forever, and it would be difficult to escape. 

Generally, at most you are strolling around the edge, or if the Lord of the universe has a clone, you can 

only dare to go deeper. Even if you die, you will only lose a clone. 

In the deep core of the "Qingfeng Realm" of the three major Jedi, in the dark place, here is the world 

beast lair. 

There is already endless black mist in the periphery, and it is constantly expanding. 

A black light moved forward in the black mist at an astonishing speed. 



Inside the boat of the tomb, Yanxing Giant Beast Wang Yi looked at the surrounding scene, "This is a dim 

place." 

brush! The tomb boat stopped and suddenly disappeared, and a dark red figure appeared. 

"Be careful and explore the periphery first, and feel the strength of the world beast by the way." 

Wang Yi thought to himself, "According to the original work at this point in time, the world beasts have 

not bred too powerful existences. The most powerful Brady is at most Tier 3. Others have a few Tier 2 

tops. Even if they encounter, I can escape." 

"The most dangerous situation is to encounter a large group of world beasts, which is far more terrifying 

than a single world beast." 

The evolution of the world beasts is very slow, because they can sense each other, and they are very 

vigilant and cunning. After endless and long killings, the weaker world beasts are dead. Who can 

survive? 

According to the plot of the original book, the world beasts will be born at the end of the primitive 

universe, and it is still very early to the end of the primitive universe, and it will take billions of epochs. 

In the original work, when the universe passed a trillion epochs, the second-order Morosa was forced to 

escape from the realm beast's lair by the realm beast, and then Pedi was only promoted to the fourth-

order! This shows the slow evolution of the world beasts. 

But it was still too early, and Wang Yi felt that at most Tier 2 existed among the world beasts, and it 

shouldn't be Tier 3. 

"If I encounter a world beast alone, hurt it, and get some blood of the world beast, it will be very helpful 

for me to study the genes of life." Yanxing giant beast squinted its eyes. 

This is the old nest of the world beast, Wang Yi flew in quietly, and he didn't even dare to let it go out of 

the realm, so he undoubtedly told the world beast that he had come. The beasts of the world will be 

very enthusiastic "greeting" themselves this delicious food. 

Of course, Wang Yi did not forget the most important thing. 

Separate part of the divine power, condense the human deity. 

This time the two divine bodies acted together, as for the original human body that was advancing in the 

depths of the cosmic ark, the Youhai clone temporarily took care of it. 

"Sign in." 

[This place does not meet the sign-in conditions. 】 

"Tsk." Wang Yi frowned slightly, and he could see this unhappy expression. 

Wang Yi was cautiously and sneakily exploring the outer edge of the dim land. He didn't dare to go in 

casually. It would be great if he could meet a realm beast on the outer edge. 

After half a month. 



On the edge of the dim place, Wang Yi looked at the endless darkness in the distance. 

"Sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Dark Land Map’. 】 

"Finally here." A surprise appeared in Wang Yi's eyes. 

"This reward is not bad, it is what I urgently need now." 

In addition to the world beasts, the dim place itself is extremely dangerous in its natural environment, 

otherwise it would not become one of the most dangerous Jedi. 

Wang Yi began to study the newly acquired "Dark Place" map data. 

The entire world beast nest is spherical. 

It will affect all senses, the true gods of the universe and sea will be lost in the depths, will never get out, 

and then fall into various dangerous environments. 

If you don't have a map, go in. Unless you are strong against the sky, it will be a dead end. 

The endless dark place is vast and vast, and some mountains, water currents and other topography 

emerge on the huge world beast lair model, which can serve as coordinates. Wang Yi can also use those 

mountains, water currents, huge rocks, etc. to determine his own coordinates. 

And this only corresponds to the interior of the dim place, but it can't correspond to the outside 

world...because the entire dim place is in a spherical shape, and the interior is always slowly rotating at 

all times, and the position of some mountains inside has not changed. But as far as the outside world is 

concerned... the dark place is always changing, which is also one of the reasons why it is easy to get lost. 

"The world beasts have mutual induction, and they can even communicate with each other at any time. 

Being discovered by one world beast is equivalent to being discovered by all the world beasts, and it is 

easy to fall into desperation." Wang Yi sighed. "The dark places are so dangerous, plus the world beasts, 

let's go around in the periphery. If you are in danger, you can get away." 

He also knew that the longer he stayed in the dark place, the greater the possibility of being discovered. 

"As for signing in..." Wang Yi hesitated, wondering if he should use the only chance card left here, he 

was a little bit reluctant. 

"Still wait and see." 

In the following years, Wang Yi fumbled on the edge of the dark place again, signing in from time to 

time. 

There is endless darkness and silence, and only the world beasts born here can adapt to the 

environment here. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘psychedelic world lock’. 】 

Wang Yi glanced at it. 



Xeon Supreme... 

It is the best reward for Wang Yi to sign in during this time. 

None of the world beast's hair was caught. 

Obviously, the dim place and the world beast are two different things. 

For the Qingfeng Realm that has existed here for endless years, the Realm Beast is just a latecomer, 

temporarily using this as a nest. 

"Qingfeng World~www.mtlnovel.com~ seems to be the real mystery. There is a channel for 

reincarnation in the deepest part. The source cannot be traced back. It is estimated that this place was 

also made by the universe. Compared with the spaceship and Liuzhongshan, Undoubtedly Qingfeng 

World is more mysterious." Wang Yi became a little puzzled. 

From the appearance, the peaks of Qingfengjie seem to be cut off from the top to form the terrain. 

Wang Yi believes that this is impossible for no reason, so the question is, who did it? 

God king? Still stronger? 

The cosmic sea he is in is like this, what about the cosmic sea of three thousand latitudes? 

The world beast crisis, not only in their place, but also in other universes. 

"It's useless for me to think so much now. I am now the lord of the universe. When I become stronger 

and reach Origin Continent, I may be able to learn more." Wang Yi shuttled through the endless 

darkness. 

Not long after he left, a huge figure suddenly emerged from the darkness, with two heads looking in the 

direction he was leaving. 

"It seems that an outsider appeared here just now?" The ugly monster looked at the dark void. 

"Unfortunately, I'm late, it's a rare delicacy, I don't know which guy will be cheaper." 

The ugly monster turned back into the darkness and disappeared. 

Chapter 746: Blood of the Beast 

179 years when Wang Yi was on the edge of the dark place. 

In the dim place, in the endless darkness, Wang Yi's giant flame star is advancing in the vast and desolate 

mountains. 

He is cautious. Although it is dark, for someone like him, it is no different from light. Through the 

influence on time and space, he can still see extremely far distances clearly. 

At this moment, he didn't know his position at all, he had to use the reference object in the dim place to 

understand, and before he found the reference object... it was the most dangerous period of time. 

"There is no vitality here, not even a tree." 

"Ok!?" 
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The Yanxing Giant Beast's heart suddenly moved. 

"Boom!" The Yanxing Giant Beast's wings shook, making the space all shook, and directly skyrocketed. 

"Wow!" 

A black streamer flicked directly under the Yanxing Giant Beast, and then fell on the mountain peak. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi looked down from high in the sky, and saw a tall, pitch-black creature standing on the 

mountain. The whole body was shrouded in black light, and waves of evil black air flow around it, just 

looking at it. It felt endless suffocation, as if seeing another dark world. 

"This is..." The Yanxing Giant Beast was suspended in the air. 

It was an ugly black monster. The monster had hands and feet. The whole body was naked. It had two 

heads on the front and back, with one eye on both heads. There is a nose, mouth, but no ears, 

eyebrows, etc. Standing in the void, exuding evil aura. 

"Realm beast? I finally met it. I don't know which level it is." Although Wang Yi was surprised, he didn't 

panic. Just a realm beast couldn't make him afraid. 

When the world beast was first born, there were only some basic methods, not particularly powerful. 

Then the world beast will gain a mighty power every time it is upgraded, and it will become more and 

more difficult to deal with by that time. 

By the sixth order, there is basically no hope in the universe. 

Wang Yi is thinking. 

The monster grinned and stared greedily at the giant Yanxing beast in the sky. "Outsiders." 

"What are you?" Wang Yi pretended not to know him, with an unexpected expression. 

"There is no need to know so much about food!" The ugly black monster roared, "The humble cosmic 

sea life, I will eat you right away. I don't know what the outside world is like. I am expecting it very 

much. ." It was excited. 

"Weak creature, I can feel that you are not a true god, so weak and pitiful." 

It suddenly raised its head and opened its mouth! There was no sound, but the silent scream directly 

penetrated into the soul of the giant Yanxing beast on the opposite side. 

boom! 

A violent and terrifying soul impact instantly rushed into Wang Yi's body. This powerful soul attack, even 

if the true god, does not have the soul of the strongest treasure, it is difficult to resist. 

And Wang Yi not only has the soul of the strongest treasure, but his own will has reached the level of the 

Void True God. 

But he still felt a burst of tearing pain sweeping from the depths of his soul, as if he was forced into his 

head by countless steel needles. 



"Ah!" Yan Xing Giant Beast couldn't help letting out a wailing. 

"Haha, die, it is your glory to die in the hands of my great world beast!" The black ugly monster has 

turned into a black light and rushed towards Wang Yi, and a paw slammed the head of the Yanxing 

behemoth. , The hideousness appeared on both heads at the same time. The claw light tore through the 

void, with endless power, fell on the Yanxing giant beast. 

"Snapped!" 

The Yanxing Giant Beast suddenly stretched out two huge sharp hoof claws and grabbed the World 

Beast in one hand. 

"you…" 

"Why are you all right?" Realm Beast saw the nonchalant Yan Star Giant Beast, and immediately reacted 

to being cheated. 

"Why don't you fool you?" The blazing light surging in the star-flaming pupils of the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

"Boom!!" The endless flame enveloped the surroundings, it is the realm class Xeon! 

The golden light descended brilliantly, and the constraints of time and space were superimposed to 

make the domain power skyrocket again! 

"Even so, you are not my opponent, I will let you die miserably!" Beast roared. The black light on the 

body is full of substance. At the same time, arms grew on the body, dozens of arms, directly slapped at 

the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

The Yanxing Giant Beast was awe-inspiring. Divine power burning secret technique cast! Dark golden 

secret pattern armor covered the body, divine power poured into the center, and the power of the 

mechanical armor exploded, causing the flame star beast to suppress the boundary beast to death. 

"Boom boom boom..." 

"Chichih~~" 

The arm of the world beast slapped on the body of the giant flame star, trembling, and when fighting 

with it, the power it radiated was constantly consuming the divine power of the giant flame star, and it 

could not be blocked, but its power was also Consumption. 

"The power is not too strong, it looks like it should be a Tier 1 world beast..." Wang Yi felt it and 

evaluated it in his heart. 

In fact, there are not many Tier 2 world beasts in the lair now, and it is a miracle that Wang Yi can meet 

casually in a large, dim place. 

"Swipe!" The wings behind the Yanxing Giant Beast poked down like a blade, pooh~ The wings and 

blades were like stabbing in tough cowhide. The body of the Beast was extremely tough, like rubber. It 

would be difficult to damage other supreme treasure weapons. Their bodies, but the sixth pair of Wang 

Yi's wings belonged to the sharpest part of the Eternal True God Supreme Treasure, and they easily cut 

their skin into the body of the realm beast, bringing out large patches of black blood. 



"Ah, how come..." the world beast let out an incredibly painful cry. 

"Oh? The blood of the world beast? Although it is only the blood of the first-order world beast, it still has 

research value." Wang Yi's eyes lit up and he instantly took away some of the black blood around him. 

Realm beasts are natural beings of true gods. The essence of life is extremely noble. Although the 

ultimate realm beast kings are perfect beings comparable to the original universe, their life structure is 

more than any ordinary true god. 

"Ah..." The injured World Beast howled like a beast, looking at the Yanxing Giant Beast, his red eyes 

were full of anger. "I didn't expect you to be so strong, you are not the Lord of the ordinary universe, but 

you dare to hurt my noble body, I will make you regret it!" 

The Yanxing Giant Beast turned a deaf ear to its cruel words, and continued to attack the body of the 

World Beast with its wings and blades. 

Its stone claws are primitive embryos, and coupled with the burst of full force at this moment, 

completely suppressing the world beast, the world beast can't get rid of it, and it suddenly fell into an 

extremely embarrassing situation. 

"Ah!" I felt the pain in my body, and the Lord of the universe in front of him was not only stronger than 

it, but he kept consuming his divine power and didn't see his power weaken. The world beast finally 

couldn't stand it anymore, it was crazy, Peng! The hands held by the Yanxing Giant Beast suddenly 

exploded, and the Realm Beast instantly retreated. 

"Asshole! I want you to die!" the world beast roared. 

"Swipe!" Suddenly, with the world beast as the center, a black light beam stretched out, crazily wrapped 

around the Yanxing behemoth close at hand, and a large amount of light instantly enveloped, making 

the Yanxing behemoth into a cocoon in an instant. The cocoons exude a black mist at the same time. 

"Being trapped in me, wait for death, hahaha..." The world beast laughed frantically. Looking down and 

seeing his broken hands, he felt bad again. 

"Peng!" 

"Peng!" 

The Yanxing giant beast in the cocoon was struggling frantically, and the cocoon suddenly bulged, and 

suddenly another bulge, one after another, but the black mist became more intense. 

This black mist silk cocoon is not only extremely tough, it can crazily annihilate Wang Yi's supernatural 

power. 

And the black rays of the black mist silkworm cocoon are connecting with the world beast next to it, and 

the world beast is maintaining the existence of the cocoon. 

"It's useless, give up struggling, obediently be eaten by me." The world beast can also feel the intensity 

of the struggle of the master of the universe in the black mist cocoon. Although surprised, it is still full of 

confidence. Not coming. 



Inside the cocoon. The giant Yanxing beast is completely enclosed in it, and the cocoon can be large or 

small, completely close to the body, and the giant Yanxing beast's divine body quickly becomes smaller. 

The black mist cocoons also quickly became smaller. The divine body becomes bigger, and it will also 

grow bigger. 

And Wang Yi can also feel that the black mist cocoon is constantly devouring his divine power, but 

because Wang Yi is trying his best to resist, burning divine power and its resistance, it must use its 

power to suppress each other, annihilate each other, sneer and sneer~~~ just like As if the red tongs 

were sent into the water, the divine power and the black mist silkworm cocoons were immediately 

consumed crazily. 

"Why is this guy so powerful?" The world beast next to him felt something was wrong, because Wang Yi 

frantically resisted the black mist cocoon next to it. 

"Interesting." Inside the black mist silkworm cocoon, a coldness appeared in the eyes of the Yanxing 

Giant Beast. 

The endless sea of fire and the monstrous golden light from the outside quickly gathered together, 

turning into an incomparably cohesive sword, exuding monstrous coercion, and drew a dazzling rainbow 

light in the void, piercing the black mist cocoon. 

At the same time, inside, the supernatural power under the limit burning, a claw crazily tore to the black 

mist cocoon. 

"break!" 

The world beast sensed something was wrong and wanted to stop it, but it was too late. 

In fact, the general method of breaking open is to use divine power to consume the power of the world 

beast! Kill a thousand enemies, self-defeating a thousand! This kind of consumption... Consumes a large 

amount of the energy of the black mist cocoon, making the world beasts short of supply, weak natural 

defenses, and even collapse. 

Either the attack power is sufficient, it's best to use one inside and one outside simultaneously, inside 

and outside to attack, it can also break the black mist cocoon, and naturally get out, but this requires 

high power, at least no true **** in the universe can reach this level. 

Except Wang Yi! 

In the shocked eyes of the Realm Beast, the Yanxing Giant Beast violently tore through the black mist 

cocoon and flew out of it. 

"You..." The Beast didn't know what to say. Where is such a perverted creature in the universe, is the 

lord of the universe so powerful? 

Its attitude became more solemn than ever, its eyes fixed on the Yanxing Giant Beast, and it let out a 

low roar. "who are you?" 

Wang Yi looked at the world beast in front of him, "The one who killed you." 

"It's not ashamed to say it!" The World Beast was enraged. 



Wang Yi's expression suddenly changed. 

"Haha, I didn't expect that there would be cosmic sea life here." 

"Monroe, you seem to be at a loss." 

In the distance, two black lights flew over. 

Of course, under the pressure of Wang Yi's domain, their flying speed was much slower than normal. 

"It looks like your companion has arrived." Yan Xing Giant Beast turned and left. Now he doesn't have 

the strength to crush the world beasts, so he can test it out and click until he reaches it. If he continues 

to delay, being surrounded by a large group of world beasts, he doesn't want to. 

"Do you still want to leave?" How could Monroe, the world beast who suffered a big loss, watched 

Wang Yi leave easily, and wanted to stop him. 

The black light spread from the world beast again, but Wang Yi had already prepared for it. He entered 

the tomb boat ahead of time. The tomb boat started, and countless black rays of light wrapped around 

the tens of billions of kilometers on the tomb boat and instantly transformed into Huge black mist 

silkworm cocoons. 

"Treasure Palace?" The Beast was taken aback. 

The tomb ship is a mechanical treasure warship. It operates in a different way from ordinary treasures. It 

does not require any divine power to be urged by Wang Yi. It has its own internal power. This powerful 

mechanical power makes it impossible to stop even a large group of true gods in the universe. , And the 

special composition of the tomb boat could not erode in even the black mist of the world beast. The 

world beast was a waste of energy. He watched the black ship fly faster and faster, and finally broke 

through the shackles of his black light and quickly moved away. 

"Monroe!" 

Monroe, the world beast, looked at the two of his kind approaching, showing a trace of dread, and 

turned and left quickly. 

It had just fought with Wang Yi, and now its strength has dropped a lot, and the world beasts are killing 

each other. It is unwilling to meet these two of the same kind. 

The two world beasts also stopped. 

"Let the universe sea life escape?" 

"That black warship should be the Xeon Supreme Palace, and the domain, it's really not easy to stop." 

"However, Monroe's breath seems to have weakened a lot? Is that cosmic sea life so strong?" 

"Unfortunately, Monroe ran too fast, otherwise, huh..." 

The two world beasts talked to each other, but there was no rush. 

There is only one reason for this situation...that is, they are close in strength. It is easy to lose both sides, 

and when they are jealous of each other, they will naturally not take easy shots. 



When the world beasts fight, the strong always attack the weak. This is called hunting. Either 

consciously and surely will fight. 

Wang Yi also recalled the battle just now on the far away tomb boat. 

"Fighting with the world beasts, the consumption of divine power is the key." Wang Yi frowned slightly. 

The world beast cannot be avoided by many methods. He is now the lord of the universe. The flame star 

beast’s body is already tens of thousands of kilometers long. Many true gods can’t match it, but it’s not 

enough to deal with the world beast. If there is no source of treasure, he thinks Killing the world beast is 

more difficult. 

"But this time I had a fight with the world beast, and it was still a gain." Wang Yi looked at the black 

blood floating in front of him. 

This drop of blood, UU reading www. uukanshu.com is dark all over, more beautiful than the most 

beautiful diamond, about one kilometer in diameter. And it can't be divided at all, it is obviously already 

in the minimum state. 

Wang Yi stored the blood of the world beast in the tomb boat and never touched it with divine power. 

After that, he divided the blood of the world beast into 32 parts, lest he accidentally annihilated it. 

For Wang Yi to follow the line of divine power and study the structure of life, he needs the blood and fur 

of powerful creatures. 

The preciousness of the blood of the world beast is self-evident, and it is what he urgently needs. 

"However, the blood of this world beast contains power that is completely opposite to the divine power. 

If you are not careful, it may be annihilated. Be cautious and let You Hai study it carefully when you 

return." 

"I just don't know how the blood of this level of world beasts can improve me. I think it should be no 

problem to break through 60,000 times? Maybe 90,000 times is possible." Wang Yi was a little 

uncertain. 

In the original book, Luo Feng, who reached 89999 times the life gene level, received the blood of the 

world beast Morosa, traveled the universe, had an epiphany, and entered the legendary realm of 

100,000 times the power of divine power. 

Wang Yi didn't dare to think that he was as lucky as Luo Feng, but if you study it in advance, there will 

always be some gains, right? 

This is called seizing the opportunity, or is the stupid bird flying first? 

Chapter 747: I have become a world beast? 

More than a hundred years have passed since he first met the realm beast, even though Wang Yi was 

careful, he encountered the realm beast intermittently three times. 

Even though the dimly lit land is vast and terribly large, the density of the world beasts is also very large, 

and they all sense each other. When they find Wang Yi, an outsider, he finds that Wang Yi is strong after 
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fighting. They often call his neighbors to come and besiege. Wang At this time, Yi could only choose to 

evade and retreat. 

On the edge of the dark place, a suspended mountain range. This mountain range is trillions of 

kilometers high, moving continuously, floating in the dim ground. 

The dusty palace flies in the mountains. 

Wang Yi did not dare to teleport or be too fast, otherwise he would be easily spotted by the world 

beasts. 

Wow! An ugly and hideous world beast appeared teleportedly, relying on the sense of space by the 

world beast, the existence of that tiny palace was immediately discovered. 

"Outsider!" The world beast showed a hideous expression. 

"Come again!" Wang Yi directly released the domain, then put on the tomb boat, and rushed out at full 

speed. 

"He's here!" the world beast yelled. 

"brush!" 

"brush!" 

"brush!" 

... 

In an instant, successive world beasts teleported and appeared nearby. 

But because Wang Yi has blocked the spatial fluctuations, they can only appear on the periphery. 

"catch him!" 

"Dare to come to our site and die!" 

"Don't let him run away!" 

"Be careful, this universe has very strong life, and both Malu and Fuzhu have suffered a lot. We can't do 

anything with him single-to-one. Let's do it together!" 

The world beasts are telepathic, communicate with each other, reach an agreement in an instant, and 

rush forward fiercely like a pack of wolves. 

"These world beasts all know that I exist." Wang Yi was a little helpless. 

He has been too active in the dim place over the years, and he has been fighting with the realm several 

times, causing many realm beasts nearby to know that there is a universe sea life wandering in his lair. 

The world beasts are inherently hostile to life in the universe. 

Fortunately, the world beasts rushed out from the inner circle, and Wang Yi was close to the periphery 

of the dim place, and with the help of the tomb boat, he finally rushed out without any danger. 



"Fortunately, most of those world beasts are unwilling to leave the nest. If they keep chasing, I can only 

get rid of them by rushing into some Jedi." Wang Yi breathed a sigh of relief. Then frowned. "However, it 

can't go on like this. The world beasts are already alert. If there are thousands of world beasts 

surrounding me next time, it will be a big trouble." 

The world beast is not stupid. 

"The dim place is huge. I'll change it to another place." Wang Yi took control of the tomb boat, took a 

detour, and flew in other dark directions. 

More than fifty years later. 

"Where is he!" 

"Encircle him! Don't let him run away!" 

"This abominable universe life, I didn't expect him to be here!" 

A large group of world beasts followed behind the tomb boat with murderous aura, blood-red one-eyed 

full of murderous intent. 

Inside the boat of the tomb, Wang Yi looked helpless. 

There are too many world beasts in the dim place. In addition, the world beasts are too familiar with 

their surroundings and are very sensitive to spatial fluctuations. Wang Yi will be spotted almost as soon 

as he approaches. 

This time, Wang Yi just got a little deeper and was discovered by a realm beast. 

The world beasts have lived in fighting and hunting for countless years, and it feels extremely terrifying. 

This world beast also slyly hid it, secretly notified the surrounding world beasts, and then surrounded it. 

Fortunately, Wang Yi found out quickly and ran away in time. 

In addition, there were only a few world beasts on the periphery of the Dim Land. Relying on the 

strength of the domain and the tomb-boat rushing, Wang Yi didn't get into it. 

"Too much! This number is more than ten times more than that of the Universe Sea God!" Wang Yi 

glanced at the densely packed world beasts behind him, and felt his scalp numb. 

A world beast is very difficult to deal with. Thousands of them besieged together, and the true **** will 

fall instantly, with no luck. 

"World beasts, once they are born, they have realms in their bodies. It is similar to the true god's heart. 

To kill realm beasts, it is best to destroy their realms directly. Even if they do not die, their strength will 

be greatly reduced." Wang Yi kept thinking. Strategies to deal with world beasts. 

However, both the "world" of the world beast and the "heart of the true god" are hidden in the body, 

and it is not easy to attack. 

"The dim place is getting more and more difficult to mix, and it is simply a super-difficult copy of hell." 

Wang Yi has always been smoothly in the universe, and at this time also felt aggrieved. 



In the quiet and dim place, no sound can be heard, in a long river that runs through the void, booming! 

The streamer flashed, and the boat of the tomb plunged in, boom! boom! boom! The waves splashed, 

and a large number of world beasts rushed in without hesitation. They were determined and wanted to 

kill the courageous life in the universe and sea! 

Usually they are very leisurely everywhere, and only once in a while hunting. And now everyone is crazy! 

There are also world beasts nearby who are constantly participating, joining a hunting round. 

"It feels like stabbing a hornet's nest." Wang Yi secretly said. "But the world beast nest is indeed similar 

to a hornet's nest." 

At this time, the panel that had been silent for a long time rang again. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘world beast incarnation’. 

】 

[Please choose to activate by the host. 】 

Wang Yi was surprised. 

"What is this? The incarnation of the world beast, it seems to be related to the world beast?" Wang Yi 

moved in his heart and immediately received his message. 

World Beast Incarnation (not activated): When activated, the host gains an additional World Beast 

Incarnation. The host and the World Beast incarnation have the same consciousness and can freely 

control the actions of the World Beast incarnation. 

The incarnation of this world beast and the host have the same consciousness, not the same soul, no 

matter which one falls, it will not affect the other party, nor will it be affected by the rules of the 

universe. 

Wang Yi was dumbfounded, is this okay? 

The incarnation of the world beast...Let's put it this way, it is equivalent to opening another account and 

establishing a small account like the world beast. 

And because the name of Wang Yi, the human body, is not the same name (soul) as the world beast, the 

original universe would not consider it to be the same life, that is, Wang Yi is Wang Yi, and the world 

beast incarnation is the world beast incarnation. 

But the soul is different, it is actually Wang Yi's consciousness. 

In other words... it's hanging up. 

Still hang up more. 

It took a long time for Wang Yi to realize what was happening and blinked. 

"I... do I have a trumpet? Or a realm beast?" 



This is the equivalent of a game. Wang Yi was originally from the Primordial Universe camp, but in the 

end he secretly opened another account on the side of the world beast, resulting in his people on both 

sides. 

Feel…… 

Thieves excite! 

"Tsk tusk tusk!" Wang Yi sat on the throne of the control room with an extra wine glass in his hand, 

shaking the scarlet liquid inside. "Interesting, really interesting..." 

Wang Yi's eyes flashed with excitement. 

"My incarnation of the world beast cannot be found in the original universe, and neither can the world 

beast races. In other words, I can completely make this world beast incarnate and grow into a world 

beast king." 

"This is much more powerful than Luo Feng enslaving the world beasts in the original book!" 

Luo Feng worked hard, and finally became a perfect true **** to enslaves the realm beast. The realm 

beast is his servant, but it doesn't help Luo Feng's own strength. 

But the incarnation of the world beast is different. The two are the same consciousness. You can't say 

that you play two characters, and those two characters are not you. 

The mature peak state world beast masters the complete law of destruction origin... that is to say, it is 

not an exaggeration to be the darling of the law of destruction origin. 

Then, it is quite Wang Yi who got this talent. 

Not to mention, how powerful are the world beasts that have truly grown to the top, that is the 

existence that can be confronted by the many forces of the Origin Continent, and the terrible life that 

truly stands at the peak of the ancient civilization! 

When Wang Yi received this incarnation, even if the deity of human beings is not available, he can easily 

become the most terrifying existence in the continent of origin in the future. 

"Ha, ha ha, ha ha ha..." Wang Yi couldn't help laughing. 

This reward is really a huge surprise. 

Although it is not the highest reward, it has a huge effect for Wang Yi, giving him one more way. 

"However, the incarnation of the world beast rewarded by the panel should be just the most ordinary 

world beast, and it has to compete with countless world beasts in that dim place. If it is accidentally 

swallowed, it will be finished." Although Wang Yi was pleased, but There is reason. 

"Get rid of the world beasts behind and activate again." Wang Yi was full of expectations. 

... 

In the dim place, the boundless black mist was filled, and a black battleship emerged from the dark void. 



"It's crazy, I finally got rid of the crazy group of world beasts. I almost thought I couldn't get out." 

When Wang Yi recalled the world beasts swarming over before, he felt a little palpitating. 

"Hmph, wait, I will become one of you soon, and I will kill you with integrity." Wang Yi snorted coldly. 

"Activate the avatar of the world beast!" 

【drop! 】 

[The specific account has been activated! 】 

【Searching target...】 

【Please wait……】 

"..." 

What is going on with this weird sense of sight? 

Wang Yi couldn't understand many of the mysterious operations of the panel. 

【drop! 】 

[Target has been locked! 】 

[Start to modify data...] 

[Data modification complete! 】 

[Start binding! 】 

Then, it seemed that there was some force pulling in Wang Yi's consciousness, passing through the 

invisible barrier in an instant. In the next instant, Wang Yi had an extra perspective, no, a new sense of 

consciousness came out. 

It is as if Wang Yi originally had three clones, but now there is one more. 

But the feeling is still different, there is a kind of "remote sensing". 

It's like suddenly entering a strange body, very uncomfortable. 

Darkness, coldness, silence, killing, destruction... all kinds of strong fluctuations spread from the depths 

of that consciousness soul. 

Wang Yi calmed down, and sighed for a long time. 

"This is the world beast." 

At this moment, on the other side, Wang Yi had already become a realm beast. 

Also accept everything about this world beast, including its thoughts, talents, and memories. 

Everything about the world beast is no longer a secret to him. 



In a gorge in the dark place, in the gap, a hideous and ugly (from the human perspective) black and tall 

world beast sat on the rock, looked down at his body, his eyes were novel. 

"This world beast, whose real name is "Prison Burning"??" 

The world beast has no father and no mother, and is conceived from the universe. Once born, the soul is 

born with its own name inscribed. 

Of course, they are regarded as a kind of "special life" in the universe, and they have no gender. 

After becoming the incarnation of the world beast, Wang Yi also knew everything related to the world 

beast. 

The entire world beast lair was a billion world beasts when it was just born. At that time... all the world 

beasts were in their nascent state, that is, the first order. 

Generally thirty-three first-order world beasts will eventually give birth to a second-order world beast. 

Thirty-three second-order world beasts will give birth to a third-order world beast. 

Inferred from this... 

The most coincidental scenario is the birth of more than 30 Tier 6 world beasts. They devour each other, 

and the final king will survive. He will have the power to truly represent the origin of destruction. Once 

the king is born... it means that the primitive universe will be destroyed. No one can stop it. 

Wang Yi's incarnation of the world beast was able to sense that there were "billions" of world beasts in 

the entire nest, which proved that this was still the initial stage of gestation. 

Of course, none of the world beasts found that one of their companions had been replaced. 

If Wang Yi appeared in front of them, they would only be regarded as another world beast. 

It can be said that this is a world beast with Wang Yi's ideology, and the essence of its soul is still a world 

beast. How could the primitive universe and the world beast discover it? 

This is not taking homes, nor is it enslaving the soul, it will leave traces, but a higher level of influence. 

"The strongest world beasts are now Bedi, Mohe, Morosa, and dozens of world beasts, all of them are 

Tier 2 and currently there is no Tier 3..." Wang Yi's world beast glanced at his own claws. "And I'm still at 

the bottom, and the world beast with the most. It's only Tier 1. So far, the number of world beasts I have 

devoured is...0." 

He's messed up too badly, right? It was completely the bottom layer of the world beasts, and could only 

hide the kind of self-protection. 

Is the panel deliberate? 

The comparison of the strengths of the world beasts is very simple, that is, the more they eat, the 

stronger, the more and more advantages, like snowballing. 

They hardly create their own secret methods, and they all know how to use the same tricks, and I will do 

what you know, and know the bottom line, so there is no such thing as holding back a big move. 



The first-order world beast can't beat the second-order world beast, and in turn, the second-order world 

beast is definitely not an opponent of the third-order world beast. 

If you want to rise, the only way is to find others who are weaker than yourself to swallow them and 

become stronger. 

Of course, it is also possible to devour the origin of the small universe and the life of the universe... But 

no one in the world beast has thought of this yet. 

The world beast that Wang Yi went online was completely the bottom of the world beast, so that if the 

strength went out, any world beast could let him drink a pot, the probability of winning was very low, 

and it was almost a gift. 

Moreover, the power used by the world beast is completely opposite to that of the original universe, 

and it is also the way of the world beast. That is to say, Wang Yi’s law perception and secret method ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com~ cannot be used for the world beast incarnation, and the treasure is the same. , 

Because there is no supernatural power! Can't push! 

The reverse is also true, Wang Yi can't use the secret method and power of the world beast! 

Of course, this is the current situation, and it will be very useful to understand the origin of the universe 

and the origin of the world beast when Wang Yi becomes stronger. 

However, that should be after the Eternal True God stage, which is still too high-end for him now. 

"If it weren't for me, this guy would definitely have fallen victim to the struggle of the world beasts. 

Unless a miracle happened, there would be no hope at all." Wang Yi sighed. 

"But it's different now." 

The incarnation of the world beast is not alone, there is also Wang Yi! 

The easiest way is for the incarnation of the world beast to sense the same kind around him, and then 

Wang Yi casually finds a world beast to half-dead, and then lets the world beast incarnate out to 

swallow it. 

This is called cheating...cough cough, the inside should fit the outside! 

The world beast can't sense Wang Yi, an outsider! 

The incarnation of the realm beast sensed the movements of the realm beasts in the entire nest, and 

Wang Yi wanted to avoid those realm beasts easily. 

"Tsk tusk, it's really comfortable." Wang Yi happily drank an extra glass of Tomb Boat. 

Chapter 748: Huskies in the wolves 

In the original book, the reason why Luo Feng was able to enslave the world beasts was because the 

genetic level reached one hundred thousand times, the divine body gained the special ability ‘invisible 

and invisible’! With the invisible and invisible, Luo Feng can use the power of the world beast to 

successfully enslave Morosa. 
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The most important thing depends on divine power. 

The divine power and the power of the world beast cancel each other out, and even the clever secret 

technique of slavery is useless. Because the virtual divine power has not yet entered the body of the 

world beast. It was offset. Even if the entire divine body of the world beast is offset, there is no 

possibility of enslavement at all. 

There are only two ways to deal with the world beasts. First, the absolute strength that can defeat the 

world beast king. Second, the genetic level has exceeded one hundred thousand times, and the life level 

is almost equal to that of the realm beast, and it is possible to enslave a realm beast. Of course, to 

enslave a world beast, you must defeat all the world beasts in order to save the universe. 

And Wang Yi now "innocent" a realm beast into himself through the panel god, which is more powerful 

than seizure and enslavement. 

But it’s too early to rest assured, this world beast incarnation "Burning Prison" is only the weakest first-

order world beast. It needs Wang Yi to continue to develop and strive to become the strongest world 

beast, even the world beast king, as soon as possible. success. 

Otherwise, under the influence of the supreme rule, you will not be able to hide. 

From weak to strong, the world beasts step by step and need to be swallowed continuously. They are 

divided into ranks one to six, and each rank has different abilities. 

Each evolutionary breakthrough is naturally more powerful. It is the beginning when it is first born. 

There are only some basic methods, such as split escape, like swallowing the origin of the small 

universe... These most basic methods are all possible. 

Once stepped into the second level, the strength is naturally stronger, and there is also a kind of magical 

power, which is the law of burning blood. It can burn the blood in the body and turn it into blood, so 

that the strength soars! This is a commonly used means of combat. The method of burning blood only 

consumes blood without hurting the root. Similar to the Secret Technique of Divine Power Burning. 

If you step into Tier 3, you will have a real escape method, the ‘Boundary Light Channel’. If you don’t use 

this trick, you will almost certainly be able to escape once you use it, but it also hurts the root. 

Once used, it will form a channel of colored light, which will be transmitted away instantly. 

That color light is actually Jieguang. That is, the energy emitted by the'world' in the burning world 

beast's body. This is space-time energy, which can instantly construct a space-time channel to transmit 

and escape. The burnable realm... the realm is the root of every realm beast. If it burns too hard, it will 

damage the root, and the realm beast will degenerate. It is possible to degenerate from the third to the 

second. Will use this method. 

Once the world beast entered the fourth step, the world in the body became stronger. Without burning, 

the inner light can escape to the body and affect the outside world. The area where the light spreads... is 

the realm of the light! In the Realm of Light, the Beast's control over the realm is greatly increased, and 

its strength will also be blessed, and the enemies in the realm will also be affected. It's a bit like the 

"One Thought of the Void" of the Void God. Can be used without the help of foreign objects. 



If the world beast enters the fifth stage, it will have a killer move that truly contains the ‘essential of 

destruction’. It's called ‘Destruction’, and this is also a big killer move, so there will be a super jump in 

strength from the fourth to the fifth. Once ‘destruction’ is performed, it should be easy to destroy a 

small universe. 

And to destroy the small universe of the True God, the Void True God needs to explode its peak combat 

power. 

However, this ultimate move only contains part of the source of destruction. Only the truly ultimate 

world beast king can contain the complete source of destruction. 

The fifth-order realm beast...It also costs a lot to use this killer move, it consumes a lot of energy, and 

will not be willing to use it easily. 

At the end of the sixth-order world beast, in terms of strength, it is slightly stronger than the fifth-order 

world beast. Because it possesses a greater amount of power, the number of times that it can be used to 

perform the ‘destruction’ trick will be extremely large. 

But what is really terrifying is that there is an extra special ability of ‘clone tens of thousands’. Can easily 

separate tens of millions of clones. Among the tens of millions of clones, there is only one deity. This 

deity has the strongest combat power, while other clones are generally weak...even if you fight with it 

and kill one clone. It has little impact on it. Those clones are not for fighting, but for more chances to 

save lives. As long as a clone is immortal, its clone will quickly absorb energy to restore its strength and 

return to the sixth-order peak again. 

It can be said that once it becomes the first rank six world beast, it is almost destined to be the king. 

With this ‘ten million clone’ ability, the sixth-order realm beast is almost invincible. 

All in all, the first-order world beasts have "black fog" and "split escape" means. Stepping into the 

second level, there is a way to burn blood. Stepped into the third order, the law of bounded light 

channels. Stepped into the fourth level, the law of the bounded light realm. Stepping into the fifth level, 

there is a way of destruction. Stepping into the sixth level, there is more method of avatar. 

Once you become the real world beast king, the world within your body can breed countless powerful 

warriors, any one of which is more terrifying than the sixth-order world beast! Sweep everything! 

This is the world beast! Represents the existence of ‘destruction’, the most terrifying enemy of the 

primitive universe! 

... 

In a dim place, in an area, a black, tall, hideous world beast appeared suddenly and teleported, and two 

heads glanced around with one eye. 

In fact, the world beasts are sensitive to each other, which makes it very difficult to sneak attacks. They 

have to keep chasing to see who is faster and more responsive. In addition, it is almost impossible for 

them to cooperate. This will cause one world beast to start chasing the other. , The fighting time has 

been extended indefinitely, all in the long chase. 

This is Wang Yi's newly released world beast incarnation "Incineration". 



And far away from the world beast, there is a palace hidden under the mountain. 

The world beast "Burning Hell" flew into a cave, and then his face flew out with excitement, his hands 

had turned into two dark golden claws, with mysterious and mysterious lines on them, revealing an 

eternal and powerful aura. 

Mechanical treasure! 

This was specially left by Wang Yi for this world beast avatar. Although the world beast could not 

activate the secret pattern in it, it was only the sharpness and toughness of the claws that would help 

the world beast avatar in the next battle. 

Wang Yi remembers that in the original work there is a world beast Mohe who lives on the edge of a 

dark place. He grabbed his axe from the giant axe and used it all the time. It proved that the world beast 

can also use weapons, although it is only a very crude use. It is also a weapon. No matter how sharp the 

claws of the world beasts are, they are no better than the mechanical treasures carefully crafted by the 

front panel. 

Good use of tools will naturally have stronger strength. 

The incarnation of the world beast cannot recognize the main treasure, but you can still use this claw, 

with the claws of the beast of the flame star as a reference, and then create your own claws based on 

the characteristics of the world beast. After all, the world beast is strong and understands the origin of 

destruction. Blending into your own feelings, your strength will definitely improve at that time. 

"Next, I'm looking for other world beasts to help my world beast become stronger." Both Wang Yi and 

the world beast avatar had a ruthless look in their eyes. 

Generally, if you swallow thirty-three first-order world beasts, you can evolve to second-order. 

But in fact, it’s not calculated like this, because each world beast swallows different amounts and is 

different in strength. Some first-tier world beasts have eaten ten or eight world beasts of the same level, 

so they are naturally much stronger. Just a few swallows are enough to get to the second level. 

In the same way, if the first-order world beast can swallow the sixth-order world beast, then it can 

directly evolve to the sixth-order. 

The early evolution of the world beasts was brutal and rude, as long as they kept eating, the higher the 

evolution, the more the original power of destruction will naturally be mastered. 

This is the edge of the dim place. Through the induction of the world beast incarnation, Wang Yi clearly 

knows how many world beasts are nearby. Of course, he only knows the number and location. As for the 

strength and status, it is impossible to know. 

But it is impossible for the world beasts to hide their strength, because the world beasts must hunt 

other world beasts, and the killed world beasts will most likely send out the news through spiritual 

communication before they die, so that more world beasts can know, so it is powerful The dotted world 

beast is not a secret in the world beast lair. 

"The names of those world beasts are Ge Wei... Sisevi... Jian..." Wang Yi nodded slightly, "They are all 

first-order world beasts, and they are not strong, so I am sure of them." 



Wang Yi quickly selected the first target, which was the "stream" where the activity area was farthest 

from other world beasts. 

Each world beast has its own territory, and it is generally not easy to enter the area of other world 

beasts, otherwise it means bad intentions. 

Of course, there are also powerful world beasts wandering around and hunting. 

But as soon as the strange world beast enters the domain, it will arouse the vigilance of the local world 

beast. 

Since he chose to do it, Wang Yi did not hesitate. He used to be a divine body facing the world beast 

alone, but this time, he wants the Yanxing behemoth and the human deity to go together. If the 

situation requires, even the other two clones must come over. 

"To hunt the world beast together with the avatar of the world beast, do not repeat it many times, 

otherwise, it will definitely cause the world beast to doubt it." Wang Yi understood very well. 

It is not surprising that he injured a world beast and was swallowed by the incarnation of a world beast. 

The two ends can also be said to be a coincidence. 

Three heads, four heads? 

The world beasts are not fools, the world beasts are telepathic with each other, and they can't block the 

news at all. 

At that time, you will definitely doubt whether this world beast incarnation has hooked up with life in 

the universe. 

Not to mention, if Wang Yi attacked the Realm Beast one after another. Facing this provocation, the 

Realm Beast would definitely go crazy. When the time comes, he would search everywhere like crazy. 

Wang Yi would definitely not be able to hang around in the periphery of the dim place, so he could only 

leave. 

"But with my help, it is not a big problem to evolve this world beast incarnation to the second order. As 

long as it reaches the second order, things will be much easier." 

The second-order world beast and the first-order world beast are different concepts. 

The entire world beast nest, with less than a hundred second-tier, stood at the top of the world beast 

pyramid. 

"The second-order world beasts are stronger and have a blood-burning method, which can make their 

strength soar! And the mechanical treasures I provide, it can be said that even in the second-order 

world beasts, they should be the strongest batch. Now." Wang Yi said inwardly. 

Wang Yi's giant Yanxing beast and the human deity separated, moved separately, and quietly 

approached the location of the first-order world beast "Jiang". 

The incarnation of the world beast hid further away, ready to rush out when Wang Yi drove the world 

beast over. 



"Roar!" 

The world beast "Jian" was resting in his own lair, but suddenly felt in his heart and stood up abruptly. 

Based on the world beast's induction of spatial fluctuations, he immediately found a different place. 

There are intruders! 

The world beast "Jian" immediately understood that it was an outsider, an alien race in the universe, 

and the world beasts interacted with each other. If they didn't, it was someone else. 

"It's really troublesome!" Boom! A dark golden monster with three pairs of wings behind it suddenly 

came out of the darkness. 

"It's you! Foreign race!" The world beast "Jian" roared. "You dare to show up!" 

At this time, the Yanxing Giant Beast Domain has covered the entire area, and its strength has also been 

urged to the extreme. 

For a long time, Wang Yi didn't try his best to start with the world beasts, but now it's different. 

There was a ferocious world beast standing in a dark area filled with black air currents, and the 

surrounding space had already condensed. On the opposite side, a huge monster vibrating wings 

swooped down like a whirlwind. 

"die!" 

The world beast "Jian" was also not afraid, and roared to meet him. 

The two sides had a fierce collision from the start. 

The world beast attacked by the soul at first, but it was useless against the Yanxing behemoth, and then 

it could only fight in melee. 

The way the world beasts fight is too single, and Wang Yi already knows it well. 

The claws were extremely sharp, breaking through the defense of the world beast in an instant, and the 

stone claws on the hoof claws slapped the world beast's head fiercely like lightning. 

"Peng!" 

The next moment, the world beast "Jian" was slapped and flew out. 

"Strength, stronger than me?" The world beast "Jian" shook its two heads dizzy, and the blood-colored 

one-eyed was a little surprised. 

"Die!" The Yanxing Giant Beast shook its wings, leaving behind a misty phantom, and then slammed in 

front of the Realm Beast. 

There is domain oppression, and the Yanxing Giant Beast itself is stronger than the realm beast, so it can 

easily gain the upper hand, pressing the realm beast to keep chasing. The claws burst out with extremely 

violent energy, coupled with the slashing of wings and blades, the world beast was scarred within a few 

strokes, and the black blood floated in the air like money. 



"Ah, **** bastard!" 

The world beast "Jian" was in pain, his eyes roared with cruel expression. "What if the strength is 

stronger than me, I can still eat you!" 

Buzzing~~~ The black silk threads surrounding the world beast stream quickly enveloped the beasts of 

the flame star ahead. The black silk threads are flying extremely fast, and are not limited by the speed 

limit of the universe and sea, and they will arrive in an instant. Around the Yanxing Giant Beast, they 

have surrounded the Yanxing Giant Beast~www.mtlnovel.com~ and wrapped the Yanxing Giant Beast 

into a black mist silk cocoon! 

"Come again, but I was prepared." Yan Xing Giant Beast sneered. 

"Whoo!" A black streamer flew over in the distance. 

"Huh? Another alien?" The relaxed expression of the world beast "Jian" suddenly changed. 

The human deity was killed, he was already covered with the mechanical treasure "Dark Blood Dome", 

holding the metamorphic "Underworld Knife" in his hand, burning his divine power, his momentum was 

like a rainbow, and his combat power had risen to the extreme. 

In terms of strength, the four major divine bodies are almost the same, but the Yanxing Giant Beast 

Divine Body is even greater. 

Feeling the intense pressure and pressure, Realm Beast Jian's expression also changed. 

One is down, two, it can't even maintain the stability of the black mist silk cocoon. 

It is also impossible for it to trap two powerhouses at the same time, that would require too much 

power, and it cannot be done by a single world beast. 

"Go!" The world beast reacted quickly and immediately planned to retreat. "Call others to come and 

deal with them together." 

"Want to leave? It's too late, stay!" Wang Yi's voice was low, countless colorful lights burst into the sky, 

hundreds of millions of rainbow-like ribbons frantically filled the surroundings, forming a sealed colored 

space, and the world beast and Wang Yi were two All divine bodies are trapped in this world. 

Chapter 749: There is a traitor between us 

The human deity is full of combat power, with unparalleled speed, and kills the world beast with a knife. 

The world beast was restrained by the suppression of the domain, but its speed fell to the wind, and it 

was caught up in an instant. 

"Boom!" The sword glowed like a rainbow, with a sense of oppression that made the world beast's heart 

palpitating, surging down. 

As soon as the two sides fought, the world beast was immediately smashed into flight. 

"It's also so strong?" Realm Beast "Jian" felt the shock of his hand, his eyes were shocked. 
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Obviously, Wang Yi's strength of any divine body surpassed the realm beast, but the physique and 

methods of the realm beast made it particularly difficult. 

The human deity of Wang Yi and the realm beast fought madly there. The realm beast must do his best 

not to be distracted. If he is distracted and fight with Wang Yi, he can no longer maintain the black mist 

silk cocoon next to him. 

"Chichichichi~~~" And at this time, on the side of the black mist silk cocoon, the black mist filaments 

were torn apart gradually from the inside, revealing the head of a dark golden hideous behemoth, and 

the surface of this monster is still entwined. Strips of black mist, these black mists bound the Yanxing 

behemoth heavily, but the Yanxing behemoth still violently tore the silk cocoon, and quickly tore the 

black mist silk cocoon to pieces, and rushed out from the inside. 

"It's coming out!" The huge and hideous head of the Yanxing Giant Beast glanced around and landed on 

the Realm Beast. 

The face of the world beast "Jian" was solemn. 

The two alien races that are stronger than the Universe Sea, the most important thing is that their divine 

power consumes a lot of their power, but the two alien auras in front of them have not weakened at all. 

This situation is not good. 

"No, this supernatural aura..." The world beast suddenly reacted. 

"You are the same..." 

"Die." The dark golden and gorgeous wings of the Yanxing Giant Beast covered with mechanical 

treasures flicked and rushed over like a stream of light. 

"Go to die." The human deity also wielded the sharp and fierce stone knife and slashed at the world 

beast. The knife light strangled everything, and the entire space was torn into a huge gap. 

"It is not advisable to stay here for long, withdraw first!" The Beast did not want to continue fighting. 

The two divine bodies of this alien powerhouse in front of him are astonishingly powerful, and they are 

both very threatening to him. 

After all, it is not the ultimate king, and the realm beast has become a queen. Its biggest role is to 

"bring". It breeds a large number of super warriors. The realm beast itself rarely fights, which leads to 

the weaker battle of the realm beast. , The survival aspect is extremely strong. 

The world beast turned and turned into a black light to escape. 

"The speed is too slow." It quickly realized this, "and the color space blockade... there is no way." 

"Go!" Suddenly the world beast screamed "Jian", and a layer of black and gold patterns appeared on the 

whole body. There were ninety-nine large patterns. There was a bang, and its body burst and melted. 

Make ninety-nine streamers and escape directly in all directions. 

The ninety-nine clones of the world beast flew at high speeds in different directions, and their speed 

soared completely beyond the speed limit of the universe. However, the "rainbow fennel" is a **** type 

mechanical treasure, which is stronger than the general true god-level **** type treasure. The blockade 



was airtight, as solid as gold, and the ninety-nine world beast clones slammed into it, but they didn't 

move. 

"Bang!" "Bang!" "Bang!"... 

Seeing the colorful mask that couldn't be shaken, "Roar..." The ninety-nine clones immediately 

dissipated and gathered into the black world beast "stream." 

It looked around, and the distance around it was the range formed by the Supreme Treasure Domain. 

The spatial fluctuations had been blocked, and the vastness was light-years away, and it couldn't be 

teleported. The world beast didn't know how long it had to fly and couldn't escape at all. 

At this time, Wang Yi's human deity and the Yanxing Giant Beast were once again killed, ready to 

severely ravage this world beast. 

The poor Tier 1 Realm Beast, after losing the means of escape, faced two divine bodies standing on the 

pinnacle of the Universe Sea, and could only be beaten up side by side, and was not an opponent at all. 

Its power and Wang Yi's divine power are madly consumed by each other, constantly declining. 

"Ah, if this goes on, I will die too." As the injury worsened, the ferocious world beast began to feel fear. 

"Huh?" Suddenly the world beast sensed that a breath of the same race was approaching quickly. 

"Some clan came here, it's...Burning Prison." Every world beast clearly remembers the breath and name 

of each clan, after all, this is their destined enemy in their lives. 

But at this time, the beast in the desperate state saw the hope of escaping from the dead. 

"Quickly, come here, I have two cosmic sea enemies here, they are attacking me!" The world beast sent 

a spiritual message. 

Although the world beasts fight cruelly and tragically internally, in front of powerful foreign enemies, 

the world beasts will put aside their disputes and hatreds and jointly confront the enemy. 

"Hold on, I'll come right away." The world beast on the other side responded. 

After a while. 

"Hurry up, I will be unable to support it soon." Realm Beast "Jian" anxiously. 

"The domain here is too oppressive, and I can't fly too fast." said the world beast. 

The world beast "Jian" had no choice but to grit his teeth. 

"Huh?" The Universe Sea alien human being ravaging it suddenly frowned, "Another one is here, forget 

it, let's stop here today." 

"Go." In the stunned gaze of the world beast's "Jian", the two fierce and terrifying divine bodies turned 

and swiftly left, quickly disappearing from its sight, and the endless flames around it also disappeared. 

"I, I actually survived?" The scarred, dying world beast "Jian" almost cried out of joy, feeling the joy of 

escaping from birth. 



Suddenly its expression changed, the surrounding space instantly solidified, and the space was already 

blocked. 

"Jian, you look so miserable, that alien seems to beat you miserably." A deep voice sounded in "Jian"'s 

mind. 

"Burning Prison!" The world beast "Jian" had an ugly face, and instantly disappeared in place, quickly 

turning into a blurry streamer, and fleeing into the distance. 

If it was before, it didn't need to be afraid at all, and it would even be happy to see "Jiju" appearing in 

front of it, because "Jiju", the guy who was at the bottom of the world beast clan, was not its opponent 

at all. 

But now, he has been injured by the powerful beings of the universe, and his strength is far less than 

before, and he is no longer an opponent of "Prison Burning". 

"Jian, why are you leaving in such a hurry? Let's stay and have a good affection." The black and hideous 

figure of Fen Prison appeared behind him. 

"Burning prison, do you want to take advantage of the fire?" Jian growled angrily. 

"Jian, don't say such ridiculous things, between our world beasts, isn't it the life and death?" Hell said, 

"Anyway, you have been severely injured and won't live long. Even if you don't meet me, you will meet 

other world beasts. You won’t be able to survive then, so you might as well let me devour it, and I will 

avenge you." 

"You dream!" Jian roared. "I won't let you succeed!" 

"You can't escape, Jian, look at you, the speed is slower than me." The burning prison has caught up 

with Jian, and with a roar, how willing to sit and wait for death, the two ugly and hideous world beasts 

covered with black light instantly broke out in the dim place. . 

The battle between the world beast and the world beast is nothing fancy, more primitive and bloody, 

the sound of torn flesh and blood, and the blood spattering, full of cruelty. 

The world beast incineration is equipped with mechanical treasure claws, which are extremely sharp, 

and instantly cause serious damage to the world beast stream. 

"Ah!" The Burning Prison was indeed at the bottom of the world beasts, but the "Jian" whose strength 

was greatly reduced was weaker than it, and was immediately rubbed on the ground. 

"Damn it, if I used to, I wouldn't lose at all!" Jian was very sad and indignant, and let out a stern and 

crazy roar. 

"That was before, and now you are no longer my opponent. Speaking of which, I have to thank the alien 

race of the Universe Sea for making you so embarrassed." The Burning Monster laughed. Make the 

world beast "Jian" even more angry. 

Unfortunately, it is no longer an opponent of the incineration. 

Had to give up the confrontation and continued to flee in panic and high-speed flight. 



The burning prison followed closely behind. "Don't struggle, and be a part of the great Beast King." 

The world beast "Jian" turned his head and said angrily: "Burning the prison, you weak and shameless 

fellow, just because you want to become a king? You despicable and incompetent fellow will only be 

killed by other world beasts!" 

"You are the first to die." The world beast incinerator behind continued to accelerate, and the speed 

was significantly faster. It didn't take long for Realm Beast Burning Prison to catch that realm beast. 

"Peng!" The body of the world beast that fled before split instantly, turning into ninety-nine clones and 

fleeing. 

"It's useless." 

"Peng!" The burning prison was also instantly shattered into ninety-nine clones, and they rushed 

towards the other's ninety-nine clones. 

Ninety-nine world beasts that have shrunk the number one, madly biting at each other. 

"Prison Burning!" The other clones of the fleeing party disappeared, and only one clone condensed the 

"Jiang", full of madness. 

"Jian, that's it, it's over, it's over, die." The ninety-nine clones of the burning prison also disappeared and 

turned into a deity, still biting each other. The two were biting and tumbling crazily...In this dim place, 

endless crazily fighting, the skin shattered, and the black blood flew around. 

Prison Burning and Jian are both Tier One, and Jian also swallowed more than one world beast. Their 

strength is much stronger than Prison Burning. However, Wang Yi's vitality was badly damaged before, 

and his strength is not as good as Prison Burning. This is also its most aggrieved. A little bit. 

It would be fine if it was defeated by a realm beast whose strength was stronger than it, and died at the 

hands of the inferno, who was weaker than it but fell into the ground, and died without squinting his 

eyes. 

This fight is completely one-sided. 

laugh! The black light surrounds the claws, and whizzes through the chest of Realm Beast Stream, 

causing a big hole in the chest of Realm Beast Stream. The boundary in its body is gone. This is the 

source of the power of Realm Beast. When Jian’s whole body trembles, it is completely lost. Resistance. 

"Burning prison, you despicable fellow, you will definitely die, you will definitely." The one-eyed one on 

both heads of Jian stared at the black kind in front of him, full of hatred, "I am not reconciled. In my 

hands..." 

"That's a lot of nonsense, let's go on the road with peace of mind, Jian, I said, I will become the king of 

my clan." "Kacha!" The blood basins of the two heads of the burning prison suddenly opened, and at the 

same time they bit the two world beasts in front of them. The head was directly crushed, and then 

chewed, its teeth easily crushed and then swallowed into the abdomen, and then continued to bite and 

swallow, and soon, the whole world beast was eaten by it. 

The corner of the world beast Burning Prison's mouth faintly left blood stains, and he licked the corner 

of his mouth, feeling a little bit unfinished. 



At the same time, it could feel that the flesh and blood that it swallowed instantly turned into its own 

energy and grew stronger. 

"Jian should have eaten a few world beasts. If I eat more world beasts like it, it is estimated that I will be 

able to break through the second order soon. By then, I will be fearless in the world beast lair." Burning 

Prison looked down at the dark red steel claws with black flesh left in his hands, and the two blood-

colored one-eyed rays of that hideous head flickered, which looked particularly gloomy and terrifying. 

"But." Then there was a look of doubt in its eyes. 

The human deity who was watching from a distance also showed doubts at the same time. 

"Killing a realm beast, logically speaking, the realm beast should be a true god-level being. After the 

killing, it should be given a kill value." 

"But the panel didn't respond." 

"Could it be that only the killing of my body and clone will be recorded on the panel, isn't the world 

beast incarnation counted?" Wang Yi guessed in his heart. 

It is estimated to be so. 

"It doesn't matter, continue hunting other world beasts. Before the other world beasts have any doubts, 

raise the world beast incarnation to the second level." 

Wang Yi continued to choose goals. 

... 

When the world beast "Jian" died, all the world beasts sensed the fall of a member of the same race. 

However, they didn't care at all, the world beasts were always fighting in the dark place, and it was 

normal for them to fall. 

Of course, it would be different if there was a regional world beast that fell one after another, died too 

frequently, or died a large group in an instant. 

The only thing that cares more about is the world beasts in this area. 

"Jian, it's dead?" A world beast that was flying at high speed stopped abruptly and looked into the 

darkness. "However, before it fell, it seemed that another world beast rushed past in its area, and then 

Jian fell. Then, did Jian die at the hands of another race or another of the same race?" 

"Is that alien race of Universe Sea still there?" This world beast wasn't a reckless person either, he began 

to think. 

Suddenly it changed its complexion and looked in a direction, where spatial fluctuations appeared, and a 

figure suddenly teleported. 

"Universe Sea Alien Race!" The world beast roared, his eyes wary. 

Hum! A force permeated through, and the space was blocked. 



It was the Flame Star Giant Beast that appeared in the teleport, and it screamed and attacked the Realm 

Beast fiercely. 

And the human deity also quietly appeared in another direction. 

It's still the old way. 

Two to one! 

But this world beast is almost like "Jian"~www.mtlnovel.com~ is not the opponent of Wang Yi's two 

divine bodies at all, and found that the situation is unfavorable, so he turned around and fled 

immediately. 

Then he was trapped by Wang Yi again, was beaten up again, and was beaten all over to find teeth. 

There was no escape, and in desperation, this world beast also repeated the old path of "Jiang" before, 

and also sent out for help. 

"I have alien races from the Universe Sea..." 

"Hold on, I'll be there soon." 

In the distance, on the outskirts of the battlefield, the Beast Burning Prison flew over calmly. 

... 

Soon after, the world beast Burning Prison lay on the body of a dead world beast and swallowed. 

A huge world beast was quickly eaten up, and the burning prison stood up and wiped the corners of his 

mouth, a little excited. 

"It's still a few heads..." 

Some of the world beasts in the nearby area are rushing over, and they also perceive some of the 

situation here. 

"Another one died." 

"It seems to have died in the hands of the same clan." 

"The dead are Jian and Mosuo. They all encountered the alien race of the Universe Sea before they 

died." 

"What's the situation? How come I don't feel right." 

The Burning Prison also saw some world beasts appearing in the distance, but it didn't mean to meet 

each other, and turned around and left. 

Go hunting elsewhere. 

Chapter 750: The core area of the spacecraft 

In the next thousand years, under Wang Yi's careful planning, four more shots were made. 
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On two occasions, Wang Yi deliberately let go of the two world beasts, only allowing the world beasts to 

incarnate and swallow the other two world beasts. 

In this way, the world beast incarnation swallowed a total of four world beasts, and because the world 

beast incarnation swallowed more and more, the strength became stronger and stronger. By the time 

the fourth beast was swallowed, it was already the peak of the first-order world beast. 

"It's still a little bit worse, it's still a little bit worse to evolve to the second order..." 

In a cave in a desolate, quiet, dim place, the world beast incarnate "Inferno" lying on the ground like a 

dormant fierce beast, and two blood-red one-eyes on the two ugly and hideous heads flashed with 

ferocious light in the darkness. 

"In the past few years, I have done so many times, and some world beasts have begun to doubt." 

"The human deity can no longer make a move." 

"Next, it's up to me." 

"However, over the years, I have been devouring world beasts to continuously improve my strength. 

Except for those second-order world beasts, I am sure of the other world beasts." The world beast 

incarnation "Burning Prison" secretly said in his heart. 

"There is no need to take risks, wait, wait for the opportunity, as long as I kill another one, I will be able 

to reach the second order." 

"I have the support of my deity, and my chances of becoming the world beast king in the future are far 

greater than those of the world beasts." 

The incarnation of the world beast began to lurch patiently. 

... 

And because of the hunting of the world beast, Wang Yi had left the dim place and went to explore 

other places in Qingfeng world. 

Wang Yi looked at the exploration task on his panel, "Explore 11,100 places in the Three Jedi? For me, it 

shouldn’t be difficult." The strong are dangerous places, but they can easily pass through. 

And in the depths of the spacecraft, Wang Yi was also riding in the Xeon Supreme Treasure Palace 

toward the core area where the silver token secret room space was located. 

"There are many extremely dangerous places along the way, many of which can easily annihilate the 

strongest in the universe." Wang Yi sighed. 

The core areas of the three major Jedi are extremely dangerous, even for the strongest in the universe, 

they are risking their lives. 

"But there are so many dangerous environments inside the spacecraft, which is unbelievable." Wang Yi 

pondered. "It stands to reason that the structure of a mechanical warship should be planned very 

carefully, but there is a mess in the spacecraft. It has everything. It feels like the original universe has 

deliberately created it." 



"Did it naturally evolve like this after a long journey in the Universe Sea?" Wang Yi was puzzled. 

Outside the palace is a sea of colorful thunder, boundless, tearing and destroying everything, so 

powerful that even if the strongest in the universe wears the strongest treasure, it can't hold on for a 

while. 

And like the spherical lightning that jumps out from time to time, its power exceeds the limit of the 

strongest in the universe. Wang Yi felt that even if he put on a thunderball in the mechanical treasure 

armor, he would be wiped out in an instant. 

The flying speed of the palace in the Thunder Sea is greatly affected. Even Wang Yi has to consume 

divine power all the time to maintain its operation. If there is no large amount of divine power stored in 

the source of the treasure, the divine power consumed these days can make Wang Yi divine power. 

exhausted. 

"It's terrifying." Wang Yi shook his head. "Very few of the strongest in the universe dared to come in 

directly. They all walked around on the edge." 

"But it takes several times longer to make a detour." 

"I have been on the spacecraft for more than a thousand years. Following the route, I have to pass 

hundreds of dangerous places along the way. I don't know how long it will take to reach the silver token 

secret room space." 

"Fortunately, I can complete the panel task by the way..." 

Wang Yi now has only one panel task, and that is to explore the map of the Three Jedi. 

But that takes a long time and energy, obviously not a short time. 

"Along the way, there are countless dangers, but none of the strong." Wang Yi smiled. 

"But it's no wonder that this is the core area of the cosmic boat. The Lord of the universe will 

undoubtedly die if he comes in. Only the strongest in the universe can make a breakthrough, and he has 

to be careful." 

The strongest men in the universe acted like walking on thin ice in the three major Jedi, lest they 

encounter danger and end the disaster. 

Unlike Wang Yi, who is the lord of the universe, even if he falls here, he is just a clone with some 

treasures. 

"Cultivation." Wang Yi separated consciousness, while controlling the flight of the True God level 

mechanical treasure warship palace, while separating consciousness training. 

In the cultivation of the strong, even a long time can pass. 

... 

The primitive universe has now become the overlord of the human race, and its status is difficult to 

shake. It is working hard to cultivate newcomers. The strong human races are either practicing or 

entering the universe to trespass. After the turbulence, the primitive universe calmed down for a while. 



The five major ethnic groups that have migrated to the wild and remote areas of the universe due to the 

persecution of human races are busy resettling their tribesmen and re-developing, and at this time they 

dare not provoke human beings. 

Like the Zerg, Mechanical, and Monster races, they still want to bring back the strongest in their 

universe from humans, but the human race ignores them. 

And such as the Star Giant Beast Alliance, the First Ancestor Cult, and the Northern Frontier Alliance, 

seeing the general trend, the human race is extremely powerful, and the Lord of Chaotic Source 

continues to send news of killing the strongest in the universe, which makes them feel hairy, and they 

dare not at all. Confronting humans and beginning to release goodwill to humans. 

Other inferior forces can't affect the situation of the primitive universe, and many have begun to move 

closer to the human camp. The number of universe masters in the Human Alliance has continuously 

expanded for a while, and has exceeded two hundred. 

The influence of the human race has begun to spread throughout the universe. 

Virtual universe. 

Hongmeng City. 

The number of kings of the human race has now exceeded 120,000, and the number of kings of the 

Hongmeng has increased sharply, from three million to tens of millions! Venerable Universe has 

exceeded one million! Foreign races from all over the universe gathered here, Hongmeng City was much 

more lively than before, and even the inner city, which was always cold, was overcrowded. 

Countless kings gathered in various areas to act. Now the primitive universe respects human beings. 

Although there are few human powers in Hongmeng City, they have the highest status here, and other 

alien races rarely dare to offend easily. 

"Maca, this time I came back from the outer battlefield. I guess there will be no chance to pass it again 

in the future." 

"Yes, since our Hongmeng has become so powerful in the universe, the five major ethnic groups have 

been defeated, and no one has dared to fight against Hongmen in the outer battlefield. The outer 

battlefield is dead in name. I kind of miss the original years." 

"I heard people say that the Tongtian Pagoda, which once appeared on the battlefield outside the 

territory, was acquired by the Lord of the Chaotic Source of the Hongmeng. Is it true?" 

"Haha, your news is behind, who doesn't know now." 

"This time the human race expands its territory, and my Heihe tribe is lucky, and I have also been 

allocated a large area in the territory of the Yao tribe. Some members of our tribe have already settled 

there." 

"It's really enviable. You Heihe tribe has always followed the human race. I heard that the ancestor of 

your tribe is still one of the Hongmeng Hall. This time you will definitely get a lot of benefits." 



"The inheritance of the Ancient Civilization Broken East River was acquired by humans this time, so 

maybe we will also have the opportunity to contact..." 

These alien kings talked a lot. 

"Ok?" 

A group of strong men came from a distance. 

The kings who were talking in an open-air bar saw a group of human kings coming by and couldn't help 

but look sideways. 

"They are all kings of the human race, many people." 

"At least there are hundreds of them." 

"I saw that the Demon Sealing King is also inside. He is an extremely powerful and ancient king of the 

human race. It is said that he has the strength close to the Invincible Sealing King. Why is he still 

following that young man?" 

"The human youth headed by him seems to be a realm master." 

The surrounding alien kings looked at each other. 

A group of immortal kings, surrounded by a realm master, walked past the open-air bar like stars arched 

over the moon, and there was silence along the way, but no one spoke. 

"A realm master can actually allow so many immortal kings to follow willingly and respectfully?" 

"This must be the descendant of some great human figure? Or is it a peerless genius who is valued by 

which human race?" 

"But it's very unfamiliar. I don't seem to have heard anything about him." The kings started talking. 

who is he? 

Many foreign kings became curious and went to inquire. 

Only then found out. 

"Unbelievable, he is actually a registered disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source." 

"He seems to be called Shi Hao." 

"Shi Hao? Isn't it called Shi Zhongtian? According to the human name." 

"I don't know, the meaning is almost the same." 

"It turned out to be a disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source. No wonder that such a big battle can be 

surrounded by so many immortal kings. The disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source is of noble status. 

Even the Master of the Universe treats him extremely politely." 



"That's natural. The Lord of Chaotic Source has never accepted a disciple. Although Shi Zhongtian is still 

a named disciple, this is the first disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source after all, and his status is naturally 

special." 

"The apprentice of the Lord of Chaotic Origin..." 

Many princes are envious. 

That's the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

The Lord of Chaotic Origin is extremely respected in the human race, and is faintly regarded as the most 

powerful man in the human race today. 

It is also a miracle that the Lord of the universe killed several of the strongest in the universe alone. It is 

said that they have more control over the most important and richest resources of the human race, and 

let them out casually. 

Backed by such a big mountain, won't it be so good in the future? 

It's really enviable. 

A restaurant in Hongmeng City, although it is a restaurant, is a group of magnificent and magnificent 

palaces. As soon as one of the palaces, Shi Zhongtian and the immortal king of large groups, arrived, 

several human kings who had been waiting for a long time at the door welcomed them with enthusiasm. 

"Brother Stone, wait until you finally come. Come, come in." 

"King Mingxin. King Qingfeng." Shi Zhongtian also greeted with a smile. 

King Mingxin is a beautiful black-haired woman outside a white dress, while King Qingfeng is a middle-

aged man wearing a blue armor with blades on the surface and a pair of wings behind him. Both are the 

two senior executives of the important functions of the Virtual Universe Company. Of course, they 

naturally didn't dare to put on airs in front of Shi Zhongtian, the disciple of the Chaotic Source Lord, 

instead they were more enthusiastic and kind. 

The people gathered here are all the immortal kings of the Virtual Universe Company. They all know 

each other and the atmosphere is warm. 

But the center of the crowd was a realm master in the banquet. 

"Brother Shi, it's really admirable that you can be accepted as an apprentice by the Lord of Chaotic 

Source this time." 

"Only with such peerless talent as Brother Shi, can the Lord of Chaotic Source be able to appreciate it." 

"I see, Brother Shi Zhongtian is destined to become the super existence of our human race in the 

future." 

Every king is immortal, and he doesn't need money to flatter and flatter. 

Shi Zhongtian also had a reserved smile on his face, and said modestly: "This is all luck. Good luck. It 

happened to be favored by the teacher. I was also very frightened..." In fact, Shi Zhongtian was praised 



by so many immortal kings. I also enjoy it in my heart. But he was still awake. "These immortal kings are 

worthy of being old monsters who have lived for countless years. One by one, I can really talk. I am 

unparalleled in the world, and I have begun to float." 

Shi Zhongtian also knew very well that these kings offered their courtesy for no reason, but because he 

was the teacher's disciple, he could benefit from it. 

"I heard that the Lord of Chaotic Source has set a test for Brother Stone. I don't know if Brother Stone 

are you sure?" At this time, a King Immortal asked with concern, whether he knew it was intentional or 

unintentional. 

The presence was quiet, and the other immortal kings pricked their ears. 

The high level of the human race now knows that the Lord of Chaotic Source has arranged a test for the 

only registered disciple, but no one knows what the test is, only that the time is 8000 years. 

Many people care about it. After all, personal disciples and named disciples are completely different 

concepts. 

If Shi Zhongtian can become a disciple of the Master of Chaotic Origin, his status will be higher and even 

more popular, that is, many cosmic masters must treat him respectfully. 

Shi Zhongtian put down his wine glass and looked around. He saw that many immortal kings were 

looking at him with scorching eyes, and he sighed, "To be honest, the task test given by the teacher is 

naturally unusual. I am not sure. I can only Do your best." 

"Brother Stone is too humble." 

"I believe Brother Shi will succeed." 

"Yes, I think so too." 

Those immortal kings, believe it or not, at this time expressed their belief that Shi Zhongtian would 

surely pass the test and become the apprentice of the great Lord of Chaotic Source. 

As for what they think, only they know it. 

Shi Zhongtian's heart is like a mirror, and becoming an apprentice of the Lord of Chaotic Source will 

surely make many people envy and hate. 

If it were him, he would also be jealous. 

These kings ~www.mtlnovel.com~ must also be jealous and dissatisfied with them in their hearts, and 

they don't want to see that they pass the test, and the scenery becomes a direct disciple of the Lord of 

Chaotic Source. 

This is human nature! 

"But...the more this is the case, the more I have to work hard to become the teacher's personal 

disciple." The more Shi Zhongtian understands the high-level humans and the teacher's deeds, the more 

he understands that the disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source may be his life. The greatest opportunity. 



Wang Yi didn't know that the heart of this cheap apprentice fluctuated violently at this moment. Since 

Shi Zhongtian was given a test, he just let it go. If Shi Zhongtian failed, he wouldn't care much. 

Shi Zhongtian worshipped him and had already obtained resources that were unattainable by ordinary 

kings and even venerables. If this could not complete his test, it would only prove that Shi Zhongtian did 

not have the qualifications to become his personal disciple. 

Wang Yi is now in a void in the core area of the cosmic boat, in the palace, watching the infinity in the 

distance, a brilliant galaxy composed of huge light bodies that are ten million times larger than stars and 

dazzling ten thousand times. 

The place of the silver token secret room space is here. 

 


